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FOREWORD'
A

Ecplogical concepts are not new; the term "ecology" walloined in 1.869. Derived
from the Greek "oikos." or home, ecology literally.means the study of otganisins
in their_homes. Today we usually define ecology as the study of the relationships
between organisms and their environment.or envirpnmental biology.

( Today's energy crisis', food shortages, and population explosion clearly,
-

,inclicate that basie ecological principles, once viewed as interesting but some-
what irrelevath ilenomena restriLted to lesser organisms and their envirpnment,
are entirely applicable to human life as well.

The relationship-of people to theirsenvironment is of ever greater itnpor-
tance as the demands of a burgeoning population and-the agility to manipulate
the environment increase at geomeiric rates.

As a supplement to other classroom materfals and field experiences,
Understanding the Game of the Envirdnment should provide stimuli for discus-
sion and revieiv Of ecorogical principles and their relevance to our daily existence.
The illustrations, purporefully detailed and complex, are intended to proVide a
basis for in-depth discussion. We believe this bulletincalso shoulg be of value to
special interest and youth organizationsmembers of the Youth ConserVation
Corps, Scouts', and others intetested in understanding their environment.

Understanding the Ga of the'Environment is a summary.of major eco-
.,. logical principles and concepts viewed as a game in which living organisms iriter-

act with each other and their nonliving environment. The use of game wrminology
. helps place a bewildering array of facts and relationsh.ip's into an un4standable

framework. All students are familiar with games, and theY recognfze the neces-
sity of defining the Playing Field, identifying the Players, and Undei4tanding the
Rules of the Game. Similarly, students understand that when Rules are violated
and Fouls are committed, the Players will be Penalized.

Understandingithe Game of the Environment includes the:
El Playing Field or Enqronmental Arena (EcosyStern).

Players (The components of the ecosystem).
Rules of the Game (tcp.logical principles including concepts of energy flow

. .
aud material .
Changing-PM-54h and Playing Fields-(Ecological succession or biolic chan'ge).T'
Fouls and Penalties (Stresses on the ecosystem and their effects).

o Methods of Improving the Game (i)laYing within the rules)..
"vi 6 _
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Figure 1. Thy world, a hemisphere, a Nome, a geographical region,
a State. a towaship all are ecosystems or environmental Arenas.
But a forest, a pond. au estuary, or a shoreline is about as large an
ecosystem as we.can attempt to understand fully.

.
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The PlaYtng Fields or Arenas where the Game Of the Environment is-played are
the 'geographic units where living,plants and animals interact with each other and
.their envirOnment according to ecological 'principles that govern the flow of energy
and thc cycling of essential and nonessential materials. Ecologists call these. .

'Arenas ecosYstems.
As a matter of fact, .the entire wo ld can be considered an ecological salem

or ecosystem. But the world, and espee ally the thin mantle of soil, air, and Wati.r
where all' life exists the biosphcre is difficult to study as a single unit because'
of its unwieldy Size.

'The continent of North America ineludes majoe regions, or biomes, that
differ from each other in climate and in physitgraphy. Biomes such as deserts,
tundras, prairiel, the coniferous fore'sts of the West, and the deciduous forests of
the East also differ markedly from each otlirer in major life forms of their plants
and animals:' Each of these biorkes can bc considered an ecosystem; but even
within a biome are.many areas tfiat differ significantly.

Indeed, withhe the limited, geographic area of a single.township are usually
.several differen Inds of ecosystems. A stream and its watershed, a forest, a salt
marsh estuary.A frçshwatcr pond, ,marsh, or swamp, a sand beach each of these

\can be consi'd an ecosystem. These arc probably the smallest ecosystems for
practical consideration, though.an aquarium or terrarium can be self-sustaining
for a liinited period (fig. 1).

4? 1 3
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Figure 2. Iicosy.stems are interrelated; what happens in one even-
tually affects what happens in others. Whatpappens in the forest at
feels the pond. the estuary, and, finally. the ocean.
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.Although ecosystems are relatively self-sustaining, they also are insepa-
rably linked (fig. 2). Thus the nature and quality of the marint ecosystem are
influenced 1>y the materials flowing into it from the estuary, and the estuary is
influenced by the materials originating farther inland. Similarly; biomes are
influenced by glimate weather that is spawned or modified great distances away\

So, the processes of an ecosystem at.one point oil the earth's surface can
affect the processes at all other points con the globe. This intimate interrelation-
ship of seelpingly diverse ecosystems has been brought sharply into focus in
receht,decades as pesticide§ and radioactive materials have spread to distant
reaches of the biosphere.

15 5



IN YOUR ENVIRONMENTAL ARENA

O List sonic of the Playing Fields or ecosystems in your community.
O Trace your community's water supply from origin through use to disposal.

Does it return to nature as clean as it left?
O What is the primary method of disposing of sewage in your community? Is any)

harm done to the environment? If so, what?
CI How are solid wastes disposed of ill your community? If by landfills or dumps,

do they create a pollution.problem? How long can the community continue to
use this system? Is recycling a part of the present syste'm? Should it be? Why?

El What are the major vegetational.communities your area?
LI What changes might have occurred in these corArnunities in the past few

decades? Why?
List any major disturbances to the land in your area.

O What are the reasons for your community being established where it is? Do"
these reasons differ from those that might have been given by early settleis?
Why.?

0 What are the sources of energy used in your community for hom9 heating, for
indUstry, for agriculture? Will there he enough energy from these sources for
the community as it grows? What other sources of energy would work as eco-
nomically for the community?

O Do you believe there is an energy crisis? Why? Why not?
6
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3. The Players of the lianw include the green plant Produc-
'.. ers, tlw animal Consumers. Ow macro- and inicro.;,saprotroph Maim.

posers. the Organie Compounds, Moretaie Substances, and
l:nvironmental Climate.
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II.. THE PLAYERS

. 4 . .

1.

,

e

We've definecl ecosystems as the Playing Fields or Environmental. Arenas where
living or biotic organisms interact with each other and with their nonliving or,
abiotic environment. These biotic and abiotic components (fig. 3) are the Players
of the Game of the Environment. Included among the Players are the biotic green
pint Producers, animal Consumers, and_macro- and micro-SaprotropTh Decom-
posers, and the abiotic Organic Compounds, Inorganic Substances, and Environ-
mental Climate. Like ecosystems, the Prayers are inseparably linked as they N,
interact with each other.

21 1 1
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--THE PRODUCERS

Aft

N.%

f .

The 'Prod74;t:. of a pond arena.are green plahts (fig. 4). They include rooted - ,
. plants,sucil as cattail and arrowhead (emergents), waterlIfies and pondweeds

(surface plants); watermilloils (underwater plants), and tiny flowing plants or
-piwordanlaon.(algae an'd diatoms)Atig: 4. top of center insert j.

Rooted plants are abun'dant In shallow water near the edgeof the Obrid;
"phytoplankton aiv distributed throughoutt he water as deep as sunlight can
mietrate. In most large deep Ponds and lakes and in the oceans, algao-dre the
primaly Producers; yet we often overlook them and their value to.the system.

Tigute flu green plant ProchwerN of the Fresh Waier Popd ate
greev.
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Fresh Water Pond Arena
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In the'terrestrial forest ecosystem (see Forest Arena illustration, p. 18),
the Producers (fig. 5) Ott), the same role as those in the pO ci; that is, they con- -
vert sunlight and carbon dioxide (CO2) intolood energy s gars and other.
organic compoundsto '.'Fuel" thetnselves and the other li ing PlaYers of the
system. The green plant Producers of all ecosystems are called autorophs; this
means self-nourishing. All other living components of the system are hejerotrophs
(other nourishing); they depenctonihe food-making producers directly or in-
directly for their sustenth;cr... )

A'r the Producers of the pond are stratified or arranged in layabove, on,
and below the water surface, so,.loo, are these Players in the forest arranged in
layers or strata. There are usually three, layers: The ground layer that inchicles
mosses, herbs, or wildflowers and lichens; the shrub layer, including saplings;
and the tree layer above. In some forests there are many tree layers; in others,
algae, mosses, and lichens grow on trunks and branches of trees far above the
ground and shrub layer's.

,

Unlike the role played by algae in the aquatic ecosystem, the role of algae
in the terrestrial ecosystem is of minor importance. Here, the large rooted plants
dominate, not only as food makers, but also in stabilizing and modifying the
earth's surface. Actually, all rooted plants,.large and small, affect the water sys-
tem and the quality of the earth's surface. Another major role of vegetation is to
provide shelter for the Consumers.

IN YOUR ENVIRONMENTAL ARENA

List the Producer Players in two ecosystems of your cornrow§hr.r-)
16
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ME CONSUMERS
F-7

The Consumer Players are the...animals of thc ecosystem. Anirnal that obtain
their energy directly by grazing oh plants arc called herbivores; those that obtain
energy indirectly by feeding on other animal are called carnivores. Some ani-
mals, called o vores, eat both plants and animals: People are usually
ornnivores.

31
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The."grazer- herbivores of the Pond ecosystem are primarily the
zooplankton, or tiny floating animals (fig. 6, bottom half of insert) but they also
include some insects, snails, and higher forms of life such as frog tadpoles. On a .

higher level, muskrats feed exclusively on aquatic plants, especially cattail; and
some waterfowl arc important herbivores.

44,

Figurc 6. Smile Consumers of the pond are shown in red

A



. The:terrestrial ecosystem contains a variety of. animal Consumers. The
herbivores include not only insects and'small rodents but also large hoofed mam-
mals (fig. 7). In the forest, birds can be important primary (herbivorous) and
secondary (carnivorous) COnsumers.

Figare 7.A few forest COnsumers arc shown in red.
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Classifying these Consumers according to their-value to an ecosystem as
food for other animals and as consumers of food (plants or animals) is a conven-
,ient way of studying the energy relationships between predatorand prey and host
and paragite. Consumers, then, occupy "food" or trophic levels and consumer
levels.

For example, the "grazer" herbivores occupy the next higher food or
trophic level,after plants; but as plant eaters, these anitnals occupy the primary
or first consumer level.

Carnivores that feed on plantleating-animals are on the third trophic level
(and the seconctary consumer level). These second level Consumers, in turn, are
eaten by other carnivore Consumers at still higher levels.
24
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This transmission of food energy from one trophic level to the next higher
level is called a food chain. Food chains are often interconnected with others to
form a food web. (figs. 8 and 9).

In our pond Arena, animals such as frogs and toads are herbivorous as
young, but they, move up one or more trophic levels as adults. In the forest, birds
and manmyls.of prey such as owls, hawks, and foxes occupy the highest
trophic levels.

In the forest ecosystem, large amounts of the "woody" material 1)r6clueef
by plants are low in food value; however there are Consumers that digesi or use
this material. These Consumers make up another set of living Players --the
Saprotrophs.

Rgurc 8. A portion of th4orest food web.
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tigure 9. .4 partial pond food tych
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IN YOUR ENVIRONMENTAL ARENA
tal

atist,/ and describe the Consumer Players in an ecosystem in your area.
Dtaw kfood web-with as many levels as posSible for your ecosystem.

i 37
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THE SAPROTROPHS: DECOMPOSER CONSUMERS

a.

OM,

maw

Saprotrophs subsist on the tissue of dead affimals and Plants (detritus). They.
include macroconsurners certain insects, worms, and snailsthat feed on this
detritusand the micrgeonsUmers organisms of decompSsition suCh as prOto-
zoa, bacteria, fungi, and actinomycetes. The Saprotrophs are important members
of all ecosystems because they break down the complex organic molecules of'
protoplasm and cell walls into basic components thatcan be used again by the
Producers. .

Detritus of the aquatic ecosystem is more easily "digested" than that of the
land system. In the water, therefore, the most important Saprotrophs arc the
rnacroconsumers or detritus feeders (fig. 10); the decomposer microorganisms
that can digest cellulose and lignin of wood are the most important on land (fig.

' 11). If these organisMs did not play the Game effectively, nutrients essential for
growth of the plant Producers would soon be "locked up" in dead bodies and the
Game of the Environment would come to an end.

IN YOUR ENVIRONMENTAL ARENA

O List any evidence of Saprotrophs in an ecosystem in your community.
a List some of the ways that Saprotrophs are important to yoir-in your dAily

activities. 39
29
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The activities 9l the biotic lloyers stiggcst .that they are intimately inter:.
.related with their nonliving environnient. As we stated earlier, the abiotic com-
ponents of the environment are also Players of the Game. Me can divide them
into three categories: Organic Compounds, Inorganic Substances, and the compor-
tnents of the Environnwntal Climate,

Figure 11.;-- Some forest Saprotrophs.
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ORGANIC COMPOUNDS

p.

,4(

The Organic Compounds include carb hydrates, proteins, fats, and other com-
3ounds of plants and animals. Some of 'these compounds are easily digested by -

many kinds of organisms; some have molecules that resist breakdown by all but
few orgahisms With specially adapted ervyrne systems.
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INORGANIC SUBSTANCES

a.

Ao".*

a

a

Primarily thrpugh the action of bacteria, the Organic Compounds are reduced to
4- Inorganic Substanceselements such as phosphorus (P205 ), nitrogen (N2 ), and

sulfur (S) that can be recycittl through the ecosystem beginning with the plant
Producers. Sometimes these inorganic elements cannot be used directly, but muast
be recombined (again by the actions of spedal groups of bacteria).into other
molecules. Thus plants use phosphorus as phosphates (H2 PO4 ), nitrogen.as
nitrates (NO3 ), and sulfur as sulfates (SO4 ).

So the orgariisms in a natUral ecosystem, interdependent because of food
chain energy relationships, also depeRd onaone another because they requil-e
growth substances that can be supplied orily.thi-ough the interactions of other
organisms and the abiotic environment. The preeeIs by which essential materials
are cycled between the living and nonliving Pla rs is called biogeochemical
cycling (see page 53). Nonessential and harmful materials also cycle.through the
biosphere.
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Thetnal nonliving Players
of the Game of the Environment

are the conditioT such as temperature,
moisture, light, and atmospheric pressure

that make up our Environmental
Climate . These factors-regulate

or control all processes of
growth and decomposition.
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F2NVIRONMENTAL CLIMATE NO"

j

AM"

I.

In our pond ecosystem, the reproductive rate of the algal Producers and, there-
fore, of II-lost of the other organisms, is strongly,influenced by the temperature
and chemical 6ornposition of the water, the depth of the water, the amount of
shade from overhanging and floating vegetation, and by thc general location and
topography of the pond.

Similarly, in the forest, the species of plants that occur, how well they
grow, and the types and numbers of animals they support directly reflect thc
nature of the soil, the annual distcibution of rainfall, the length of the growing
season, and marir other factors of the Physic4k nonliving environment.

IN YOUR ENVIRONMENTAL ARENA

-0 What factors of the environmental climate areespecially important influences
on plants and animals in your area?

II It
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M. RULES bi; THE,GAME

6

The Rules-that govern or regulate the Game of the Environine-nt are broad ego-
logical principles applicablp to all ecosystems. There are many of these principles

or biological Rules, but of paramount importance are those that relate to:
One-way flow of energy through a system. .

cycling of es.sential elements within systems.
38



ENERGY FLOW RULES OF THE GAME

*ma.

1^

Ma.

We (in earth are entirely dependent on the sun for our energyand we are but a
way-. tation in the relentless path of energy's one-way flow from the sun to outer
spaces. It is only because the green plant Producers have the fantastic and unique
ability to use this light energy to convert carbon dioxide and water into sugars
that we and all other life can exist. The constant rain of radiation energy on the
earth is balanced by a nearly equal amount of 1?eat energy that is returned from
the earth to,space. It is in the tissuesthe protoplasm of living,and dead organ-
isms that energy can be stored for aw ile on earth as potential food energy for the
consumer Players, or for use by people as fuel.

First energy rule
Energy can neither be created nor destroyed,. only converted from one form to
another. This fact is the First Energy Rule; it is known as the First
Law of Thermodynamics.

39



Photosynthesis and respiration
Plants accomplish their life-giving function by photosynthesis. This remarkable

vi example of the First Energy Rule occurs when the green chlorophyll of leaves

converts carbon dioxide, Water, and light energy into sugars and oxygen. A

general equation for this, process, the most important one in the world, is:

In the presente of

CO2 and H20
(carbon dioxide) (wated

This, then, is how the sun's energy is converted into potential food energy
for growth. But unless the substances thus formed are used, no growth can occur.

The process of breaking down the food produced by photosynthesis,
called respiration, is the way that all higher organisms obtain their energy.
Complete' aerobic respiration (in the presence of oxygen) yields carbon dioxide, .

water, and cell material; if the process is incomplete:Organic Compounds that

still contain energy remain. This energy may be used later by other organisms.
Each year on earth, about 100 billion tons of organic matter are produced

through photosynthesis. And a large amount is oxidized back to carbon dioxide

'and water through respiration (removal of 02 and relese of CO2) by living organ-
isms. But someprganic matter is tied up in standing trees and a small amount is
buried and fossilized. The fixation or incorporation of carbon dioxide in plant
tissues has helped increase oxygen in the earth's atmosphere to levels that allOwed
higher forms of life that breathe oxygen ,to evolve.

trees and a small amount is buried arid f6sSilized. The fixation or incorporation
of carbon dioxide in plant tissues has helped increase oxygen in the earth's
atmosphere to levels that allowed higher forms of life that breathe oxygen to

evolve.
The tremendous surplus of organic matter accumulated over the eons

and fossilized as coal and other fossil fuelsconstitutes the world's "reserve
bank" of carbon dioxide. Burning these fuels and speeding up the decomposition
of certain organic substances that resist natural breakdown (through farming and

draining wetlands) can materially alter the CO2-02 balance of the atmospherek
40 50
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Solar radiationsunlight reaches thebiosphere at a constant rate of 2
gram,(g) calories per square centimeter (cm2) per minute, but only about two-

thirds of this radiation reaches the ground. Of this light; 45 percent is visible, 45

.pereent is infrared, and.10 percent is ultraviolet. Plants use primari,ly Ihe visible

light from red and blue vvelengths in photosynthesis,(lood making), and they

absorb some of the light4rrom the long, far infrared wavelengths (fig. 12). And,
while small ampunts of green light and near infrared wave lengths are also ab-
sorbed and utilizea by plants in important ways, most i reflected,
42



Nun 12. Th.: Awl ciscrgy is converuid by green plants to food
energy, Red arrowa: Light energy abzwbed and utilized by plants.
This includes...blue and small mnounts of green ( axed and small
quantities of near infrared (2). Aarlome far red (3) wavelengths.
Green outline and arrow net potential food energy produced through
'photosyntlwsis. Mut; arrowti: En!:rgy reflected as hght or heat
into svc.z.
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One-way flow of energy
The food chains sbown in figures 8 and 9 point out sonie pathways along which
masses of food energy pass*through the ecosystem. What is not showb is the
amount of food energy required to sustain one or all of the individuals at a trophic
level; nor do these figures show the amount of heat energy that, generated in the
maintenance of each organism, is radiated to space.

The different-size arrows in figure 13 represent the relative amount of food
energy uscd for growth and maintenance (respiration), or that is stored by Con-
sumers at each trophic level for use at the next higher level, or that is dispersed
to space as heat.--

Second energy rule
At each step in the flow of enery from one organism to anotherfrom one
trophic level to anothera great amount of potential chemical energy (food) is
converted or degraded to hcat to enable a small part to be reestablish .d as poten-

. tial chemical energy (new jarotoplasm) in order to maintain the life o that second
( organism. The natural tendency, therefore, is for all light and chemical energy to

eventually be degraded to and distributpd evenly' as heat chergy. This ransforrna-
tion of energy from a cdncentrated state to a dispersed state comprises the Second
Rule; it is known as the Second Law of Thermodynamics.

IN YOUR ENVIRONMENTAL ARENA

Ei Draw an energy flow diagram for an ecogystem near you. This could be your
yard, a park, a garden, or a vacant lot. Include as many food levels pj; possible.
44 `)
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Figurc 13. The toot. way flow oles.,tet):y attotth the t my..tetti
1.-:isergy enters the system as light (red arrows), is traaskrred withiu
the system as chemical loud (green mass and arr6ws), aud eAits the
syswm as heat (blue arrows). if _does aot recycle.
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The Wing Players of the
system.the grass Mutineers,.
the prairie dog, black.footed for.
ret, and prairie fakon Consum.
ers; aad the Saprotroph Deem-
pow, organismscomprise an

Picid web, Prairie dogs
t re the sole energy source or the
blacklboted ferret, a species on
the brink of extinction, Popula.
tions of these predators declined
sharply as the vast prairie dog

:t4.f.-1.owns were fragmeated or de-
,v,,,tgl,rAtprilg
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ergy Mow
;we) a Prairie Ecosystem
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Figure ist. The path of esiew /low through a !morn. ecosystem
Red arrow shows sunlight energy coming in; given arrows, food
energy being passed from plants tdVenals; and blue arrows, heat
energy being dispersed to space.

Incoming sunlight energy

I% 01 behl energy converted by plants lb potential ,
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An example of energy flow through a prairie ecosystem is shown in figure
14. hi this Arena,.light energy on prairie .grasses (prairie cordgrass and wedge-
grass) is shown by the red arrow. The bulk of light energy is reflected or is re-
radiated to Space aS heat (blue arrow). The plant Producers use about 1 percent
of the light energx (wedge of 1 percent) to manufacture protoplasm and cell
material and for respiration. Only a portion of the energy used by the. Producer
grasses is converted to potential food cnergy for' use by the Consumer prairie dogs
(green arrow) and only a portion of that small amount is actually consumed.

Much of the food energy consumed by the prairie dogis used to keep the
animal warm (respiration) and is dispersed to space as heat. Tht.small amount
that is converted into prai-rie-dog tissues is available to its Consumers primarily
the black-footed ferret and, occasionally, the prairie falcon. These animals, in
turn, convert most of this food energy to heat energy in ,respiration, but a small
portion is stored in their new tissues. If there are no'predators for these animals
(if they are at the top of their food chain), their dead bodies (and those uneaten
bodies at lower trophic levels) along with the unused portns of the praiiie dogs
(few example, bones and feces) are decomposed by the decomposer Saprotrophs.
The respiration of the decomposer Players ultimately transfers to space, as heat
energy, the last vestiges of the energy that entered thesystem as sunlight.
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Hgure 13. Ec(logical pyramids of numbers, biomass. and cuergy
for a fitresi, a sitalkiw pond, arid an 'obi fidd.".
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Trophic level energy relationships
The relationships between trophic levels are of vital interest. How much acreage
of a particular forage species must be grown to sustain a certain numberof ani-
mals; how many parasites must be released to control a noxious insect; how
many Oredators are necessary to maintain rOclent populations at levels that will
prevent unacceptable grain crop losses; or'conversely, 'how many prey species are
.required to support viable populations of predators? These are some of the
questions of trophic level relationships.

Ecological pyramids
One way of shovtliug these relat nships is by using ecoloRtal pyramids. In
figure 15, the shape of fiypothetica pyramids of .num'bers (individual prganisms),
of biomass (total mass /,reight) of organisms per unit area), and of energy (flow

- from one trophick_melzIwhe next) are compared for a forest, a shallow pond, and
an "old field."

The numbers pyramid is pro.bably the least meaningful. nowing, for
example, the tremendous nu,mbers of daphilia (water fleas) rcJ1ired to support
one fish provides a dramatic picture; but this "metliod is of little use in comparing
the pond to a different ecosystem becadge all individuals arb treated equally.;
regardless Of size. It is difficult to comparelium'bers of algal'cells (pond) to'grass
plants (old field) or to trees (forest) (fig. 15).

A somewhat better comparison can be made with a' biomass pyramid.
This pyramid provides a rough picture of the food chain relationships for the
entire ecosystem, especially when the sizes of the organisms in successive trophic
levels are similar. But Consumers may outweigh the Producers; in lakes and'
oceans in winter, for example, small, short-lived phytoplankton Producers may be
outweighed by the larger, longer-lived zooplankton Consumers. So thebiomass
pyramid of the ocean, like the numbers pyramid ofAtie forest, may be inyeried.

The energy -pyramiclprovides the best overvievr-of trophic level rela-
tionships. These pyramid§ show the rates at which food energy passes through
he food chain and allow comparisons of the same trophic levels of different eco-

sys .1 and of the relative importance of ipdividual groups within a trophic
level. In our example in figure 15, the amounts of food energy available for the
ribxt tr6phic levels in the three ecosystems are of the same "scale." These pyra-..
mids will always be right side up because of the str-eonA Energy Rule.

N .
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'Figure I. The e:ielte flow of narrknts wrthimaii ivosystrttsk,
arrows show the pathrof nutrient flow between thc living aNd.on-
living playerS. . %.
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MATERIAL CYCLING RULES OF THE GAME

a

A

45

A

r.

4

We stated earlier that biogeochemistry ih'e study of theexchange of materials
between the living and nonliving Playe k,piogeochemical cycleS show the path-
ways for the cireulation of nutrients e sentiaT for life (froth environrrient to organ-
ismS to erlyironment). The movemeM of nutrients thrpudh an.ecosYstem occurs .
as energy is transformed from one tate to another, but unlike energy, wheise flow

a
is one way, the flow of nutrients is cyclic (fig. 16). .

The.cycling of nutrients is made possible by the SaProtroph Players, the
,macroconsurners and microconumers That Ilrearc down dead tissues of Producers

and consumers. Thus essentiatelements for growth such a§,nitrogen, phosphorus,
sulfur, ca'rbon, and calcium from the decomposition process are absorbed and ,
"used by ale green plants, by Consumers at several trophic levels, and agin by

a

the plants.
.

Cycle pools
Each uutrient cycle has two compartments or "pools." The resen4iT 'fool, the
largest, c.ian be immediately unavailable to Players because of its location or the
chemical form of the nutrient. The smaller ao6(ve pool is available to organisms
and is cycled or excbanged between them and their immediate environment.
Types of cycles .

When,the reservoir pool is iocated in the earth's crust, the nutrient cycle is termed
sedimentary. When this pool is in the atmosphere or hydrosphere, the nutrient
cycle is a gaseous one.

The biogeochemical cycles in figures 17 through 28 are examples of how
water and a few of life's essential nutrients move within ecosystems. It should be
recognized that there also are cycles of many materials that are harmful to life.
The effects of some of these latter cycles are discussed on pagjs 127 through 137.

63
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An Arena for some Blogeochemical Cycles
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Matt 17. The priMarypathitiayS andprocesSeS of the water cycle.
. .passive movements of liquid water (comlensation, precipitation, per-

calation; and overground transport).are shown by green arrows,
aoive uptake by plants and animah (absorption and ingestims) are .
shown by red arrows. and the return to the atmosphere (evaporation,
transpiration, aria respiration ) are shown with blue arrows.
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SOME IMPORTANT BIOGEOCHEMICAL CYCLES

The. water cycle
Water is by far the most abundant and most important single substance in the
bio§phere. Fresh waier is present as water vapor in the atmosphere; as a liquid
in the atmosphere, on land, and in water bodies; and as solid ice in the polar caps
and glaciers. But about 97 percent of all water is the liquid salt water of the
oceans and seas.

Water is a major geological force. Fracturing and pulverizing rock by its
unique property of expanding upon freezing, water erodes and.transports s
rnents and dissolved substances from high elevations to low ones, from one I ca-
tion to another. It is the primary force in leveling mountains mad in filling vall
and lowlands. Because wate stores heat energy better than any other liquid, it
can transport heat energy great distances. ExamPles of this important character
istic include transporting heat across the Atlantic by the Gulf Stream current
and the use otwater to carry heat from nuclear reactors. This same property is a
powerful factor.in regulating climateespecially near coastal atlas.

Water is the medinm of all life processes.lt transports nuirients as it flows
through sbil and through living matter. Water also removes and dilutes many
natural and artificial wastes.

Like all biogeochemical cycles, the water cycle (fig.,I7) is powered by
energy from the sun. Water vapor enters the atmosphere through evaporation
'from bodies of water and from soil and through transpiration from the leaves of
vegetation. This water vapor in the cool reaches of the atmosphere condenses to
formfclouds (condensation). When water droplets become heavy, they leave the
atmosphere and return to earth as rain or snow (precipitation).

Some of the.water falling on land flows over the surface to strea s and
other bodies of water; some percOlates.into the ground where it can also flow
underground to a eater body (percolation); and some ig absorbed by plant roots
(absorption). Animals obtain water directly by drinking it (ingestion) or indi-
reetly by eating green plants. Water transports wastes from living tissues; 'it
leaves animals as urine, perspiration, and as exhaled water vapor (respiration).
All organisms lose the water in their tissue when they die and decompose
(decomposition).

IN YOUR ENVIRONMENTAL ARENA
A.

ED Draw a diagram showing how you fit intd the water cycle.
List the sources of water in your community.

o How is water used in your community?
o Is the water treated before it can be used? If so, how? Why is it treated?

Wirtat cap you do to lp conserve water?

61
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The carbon cycle' 4
We usually think of the carbon cycle (fig. 18), one of the most important tb man,

as the carbon diONide 'cycle because most of thdcarbm is available'as carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere, as dissolved carbon dioxide in oceans, or as "stored"
carbonates. Excess carbon dioxide in the atmosphere dissolves-in the oceans 'and
atinospheric deficits are replaced by carbon dioxide from the.oteans. Thus the ,

oceans partially'regulate this cycle (fig. 18,.blue arrow).
,
Green plants-Use carbon dioxide from air or watei to make.tarbohydrates

and fats (production by johimosynthesis) as was mentioned on page 40. These ,.

energit-rich compounds are passed on to Consumers wild cannot syntheSiztheir
oWn Organic Compounds directly from carbon dioxide 'and ,watet: As.plants and ,

animals respire (respiration) and. finally, when their bodies dec'omp6se (decorn- ,
. ,., -

, .

*mitiain), carbon dioxide, is returp0 /o thoatmo$phere. When:production exceeds
..

decomposition, organic matter accumulates and becotnes incorporated in the
)

,

earth's crust., - : ..
, . .

, Today, peqple are materially affecting the-carbon cycle by their activities
that require the tremendous cOmbUstion of fossiffuels and th'e increasea oxida-

,

tidn of organic'matter in.scil through agriculture and the draining of wetl6nds.

Eaéh year, these activities inject into the atintisphere billions of ton§ of carbon

dioxide.
. - ....,

Over thel
.

.

ast half century, the carbon'dioxide coritent in the atmosphere
has increased by..about 13 percent; it has been predithed that atmospheric carbon

dioxide will increase by an additional 25 percent by the year 2000. The in-

creases may significantly affect our global climate,
kIn the processes shown in figure 18, carbon is ways associated with

oxygen, so the carbon cycle also can be considered an oxygen cycle. Oxygen pro-

duced during photosynthesis ,is conkimed by animals and plants in respiration
and it is used in the processes of decomposition, cornhustign, and oxion.
58
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Figute MI, The carbon cycle. one of the moSt important:to man, is
also kndwn as thecarbondioxtidc cycle, It Can also be considered an-
oxygen cyde. jn this.itlustration, the biological fixing of carbon

'.(lioida..14.gieen. plants (photosydthesiN)-and the transfer of dganie
`tvirbon lodronsumersisshown by Owen arrows: the retion-of carbon

4` to the otmovheve (conalmstiop. oxidation,. decomposition. respira- .

. lion) is shown in red. The passive transfer of carbon dioxide betwven
atmosphere and oceans isAown in blue.
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The nitrogen cycle
Nitrogen is a particularly important element for the health and well-being of
people. Proteins, nucleic acids, vitamins, hormones, and epzymes that contain
nitrogen are required for many essential bodily functions. Although nitrogen
makes up 79 percent of the atmosphere that bathes the earth, our food supply
depends more on therrailakity of this element in a usable form than that of

,any other..The nitrogen'cycle (fig. 19) is complex; it includes the activities of
. many groups of microbes. It is a marvelous example of how important microbes

are to life itself.
, . To be used by green plants, gaseous nitrogen (N2) must be converted or

fixed into usable compounds by electrification (lightning), by industrial proc-
esses, or by nitrogen-fixing bacteria and algae. Nitr6gen-fixing organisms in soil,
water, and especially those in nodules on the roots of legumes convert gaseous
nitrogen into highly soluble salts of nitrates (NO3 .) and ammonium (NH,ItN) (fig.

'19, step 4). Plants absorb these compounds and convert them into nucleic acids
and amino acids and eventually into proteins. Animals obtain nitrogen as plant- ,
produced amino acids ( NH2); they use these acids to build protein and otiVer
molecules. ,

Figures 19, 50, and 52 also show some of the waysthat people influence
the nitrogen cycle. Internal cornbustion'engines emil .tro s oxideS, huge quanti-

. ties of nitrate arid ammonium saltskare produced and a as fertilizers;
tremendous amounts of nitrates are concentrated in animal and human wastes;
and human activities result in increased erosion and runoff,of'nitrates into
streams, lakes, and rivers:

The nitrogen cycle continues as protein from dead animals and plants is
converted by decomposer organisms back into ammonium salts and ammonia

. gas (NH.4) (fig. 19, steps 1 and 3); this cycle is completed by other-groups of bac-
teria that convert these compounds into nitrite ions (NO2 ) or into atmospheric
nitrogen (fig, 19, steps 2 and 5).
60



Figure 19. The complex nitrogen cycle is a marvelous exampk
how tnicrobes are pOrta tit to life itself (parts of cycle illustrat('d
by red or green arrows); this cycle also includes abiotic processes
(blue arrows)-

-
s.
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This cornplicated cycle also includes bacteria that can reconvert the

trite ions to nitrate ions for use byplants (fig. 19, step 2). Some nitrogen is lost

from the cycle when dissolved nitrates are leached (washed out of soil) into
streams, rivers, and finally into thc deep sediments of the seas; this kiss is prob-
ably balanced by the nitrogen that reenters the air in volcanic gases.

The Microbes and higher organisms that convert nitrates to proteins ac-
quire their energy from other organic matter or from the sun (fig. 19, green
,arrows), while those specialized groups of bacteria that reconvert proteins to
nitrates derive their energy from the chemical degradation process itself (fig. 19,
reit arrows). The inserts in figure 20 illustrate the majorpicrobial forms involved
in the five steps of the nitrogen cycle.
62



--Figure 20. --Some reptvsentatives of the many groups ol inky() )rgan-
rows; pthnarily bacteria, that are involved in the five steps of tI\
nitrogen cycle.
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The phosphorus cycle
Phosphorus is an element f major significance; it is a necessary component of
the protoplasm of every liking cdl. As part of adenosine triphosphate (ATP),
phosphorus plays a key ro n the storage and Supply of energy, and it is an im-
portant component of the nuc acids DNA atid RNA. Phosphorus is also a
major component of bones and teeth.

The cycling of phosphorus through several ecosystems is shown in figure
This is a sedimentary cyclethe reservoir pool is in rocks, in deposits of

fossilized bone formed in past geological ages, or in great beds of sea bird ex-
creta, or guano, off islands near Peru.

The weathering of these deposits, sometimes hastened by mining, re-
leases phosphatesusually inorganic orthophosphate compounds (PO4 )

into soil or aquatic ecosystems where tivy can be absorbed .by the green plant
Producers and used.in synthesizing p-rotpplasm. Herbivore Consumers obtain
'much of this phosphorus when they eat plants. When plants and animals die, the
Aecomposer Consumers return the phosphorus to soil or water as dissolved Or-
ganic Compounds. Excreta from animals, including people, contribute organic
matter rich in phosphorus to soil and water systems. Bacteria the0 break down
these Organic Compounds intol inorganic phosphates that rcenterThc cyclo ,

.

66



Figur*, 21. -- The paths along which phosphorus rmwes thr(Ggh eco-
systems from rock and guano deposits to the sea (red arrows) and
back to land again (blue arrows). Along the way, phosphorus is .

cyckd between th living and nonhving Players (green arrows).
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igura, 22. --- 1...wrap/newton ore;:ing is Speeded up whet, too much
phosphorus "leaks-tato fresh water bodies
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I.

Considerable quantities of phosphdrus "leak" into waterways and even- .
tually are deposited in shallow marine sediments. Along the way, excessive
amounts of dissolved phosphates from sewage treatment systems ahd from farm
feedlots can cause "traffic jams" of phosphorus. An excess of phosphorus in
water causes an increase in plant life aod an increase in the natural process of
aging in ponds or lakes, call eutrophication (fig..22).

Upon reaching the shall6w sait marsh estuary ecosystems, phosphates are
cycled rapidly between the sediment reservoir and thc detritus reservoir (fig. 23,
insert). Phosphorus absorbed from deep marsh sediments by the marsh grass
Producers is released from the dead grass detritus (see page 29 for a
diseusiion of detritus) by Consumer detritus feeders (for example, fiddler crabs),
is absorbed and accumulated by Consumer filter-feeding organisms (ribbed
mussels), and is released again to the water and sediments for recycling by the
grasses. These estuary systems are the repcisitoryof most soil and other matter
removed from the land and carried in streams. They acf-asputrient traps" and
are very sensitive to the pollution that often arises fro tivities far away.
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Figure 24. Large qua:stifles n/ ph;,..phor us are flushed dowts riycIN
(.trul reach the
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Large quahtities of phossiAorus are lost from the "rititrient trap" estuary
arena orare depos)ted more directly by riVers to the open waters of the oceans
.;fig. 24). Here,..phosphoriis may be cycled.by phytoplankton Producers through
3everal food levels or.irmay be "lost",to the deep marine sediments.

large amoUnts of this nutrient are returned to land each year by fishing
ctiiiities or Bre deposited on islands as guano of fish-eating birds (fig. 25). But,
he losses td deep seclii-nents each year exceed by many thousands of tons the
mounts that are returned to land.
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Figure 26. The calcium flowing out of a New iinglan watershed
(blic arrow) was balanc.edby that entering this ecosystem through
rainfall apd through naPpothering of parent bedrini (red arrows). The
figures are given m kilogranls per hectare per .vear. The green afrOWS

ShOW the Mt:Mini exchanged each year between sod and plants.
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The concentration -of elements filan ecosystem at a-given point in time
gives only a limited view of thcir importanceoThe stidy of the "tOrnover" and
distributipn of nutrientsof the fate and whereaboikts of essential materials
can greatly,help our upderstanding of what iegoingon aribund us. This is illus-
trated in the following discussion-of the calcium cycle. .
The calcium cycle
Calcium is another element'of vital importance.In -plants it is a rdajor.corrifion&nt,
as calcium pectate, of a thin layer th`a'1, `ceinents" cell walls together; in animalS,
calcitim.is the primary cornpdnent of bones, teeth, and shells. The large noñ.i.vih,g

reservoirof calcium is located ir;\.the roek sediments.
The rates of exchange of calium' between the nonliVing and thaller,

living reservoirs were determined for some northern New England watersheds
(a watershed includes the stream and,all theland over and through which water
drains into the stream). Figure 26 shows that the cycling of calcium was so "tight"
in this forest watershed that only about 8 kilograms (kg) of calcium ber hecfare
(ha) (abotA 7 lb/acre) left the ecosystem annually by means'of the str9am. Since
3 kilograms per hectare of calcitim (2.67 lb/acre) entered.t he W4tersh&A in pre-
cipitation each year', the amount needed to "balan,ce" the loss, 5 kilwams .

(4.5 lb), was obtained from wbathering Of the rock reservoir.
The.active flux of 50 kilograms pec heetare (alfiout 45 Ih/a e) per year

between the soil and plants is made.pospible by trees and.shrtibs .such as sugar
maples and dogwoods, that remove calcitim from deep layers wi theirtopts and
'deposit their calcium-rich leaes on the uppei%soil layers. When . tredinflow was
increased by cutting vegetation and suppressing tile regrowth in.a portion of the .
watershed, the tight nutrient cycle was greatly modified. Losses of mineral .

nutrieqts in streamflow, inchicling calcium, increased 3 to 15 tirnis:
osti
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The sulfur cycle
Sult ur. an essential component of certain amino-acids, is incoiVorated as sul-
fatet: into proteins by the green plant Producers. Its cycle is a t!ood example of.
one that bridges air, soil, and water (fig. 27). it include both a seaimentary pool
and a smaller atmospheric pool; and it illustrates again the importanc'e of micro-
organisms in converting an 'element bum One form to another. The sukur cyAle
also directly affects the phosphorus cycletecause phosphorus is mink avaikbble to
plants.when iron sulfides iire formed in sediments.

Figure 27. Ntdito cycles throndi the biosphe4e. it occurs in
many fonns.
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The inicrooi.ganisimi in figure 28 tire repre!Sintative of t nose that convert
one forin of sulfur ko another..Thtase in the's4iallowr sodiment (iipPL:r circle) are
aerObes (Operating in the pM'cscc ot and adding oxygen). while those in the
deefierscdi went (lower-circle) are responsilik for anaerobic reductiolis (removqg

.

.oxygen). Some -of the,se anaerpb6 ale.especially important because they reduce
Sulfates (SOO to hydrogen stOde gas,(1-1g).;)-vhielt, as it 'proves upward, inake4
sulluf-available to other organisms in the shallows.CLfiediinents-cif the ecosystem..

The siAll'ul,ycle is becoMing inciZasingly-nlivort,ant because it is being
affected adversely byhuinan action. The burning of fossil fuels that contain sul-
Tur has caused a dramatic inerease in 'the. amount of sulfur dioxide (S02) in the

. atniosphere in some areas (see'page 1:3 1 )

Figure 28. ;Fungi and bacteria of tlw sulfur cycle
aerobes in the upper circle, anaarobes in lower
eirck.
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IV. CILANGING PLAYERS
AND PLAYING 111:1.1)s)
ECOLOGICAL SUCCESSION
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We discovered earlier that all ecosystems are gtverned by the same rules of
energy flow and material cycling andythat each ecosystem contains PlayerS in the
Game of the Environment wit.h roles parallel to those in the other ecosystems.
When ecosystems are left to their own devices to follow the RuleS of the Game,
each will continue to changeto develop and maturein a relatively orderly and
predictable way. This process of change over time, called successfon or biotic
development, results when the living Players, especially plants, interact viith and
modify their environment. Plants modify their environment in very complex w.ays.
this modification can be physical or chemical, and plants present at one point in
time even can render a Playing Field unsuitable for themselves and,more favor-
able for other plants that eventually may replace them.

Thc pace of succession varies gi-eatly. Where environmental factors are
favorable and when seeds of plants of later stages are available, succession pro-
ceeds rapidly until plants and their enViron'ment are essentially in equilibrium
then further change is very slow. This relatively "stable?' situation is sometimes
called the successional climax. When moisture or nutrients are limited by geol-
ogy, topography, or climate, succession may be imperceptibleit may even be
held in check.

SOME EXAMPLES OF SUCCESSION

Northern pond
The northern boreal pond in figure 29 is slowly evolving into a bog, and it may
eventually be a-northern :-tvamp forest of red maple, spruce, fir, and larch;
In some cases, it is even pdssible for succession to continue until an,upland forest

with birth and maple develops. Vegetationin the pond begins as pioneer sedges
colonize the water's edge and sphagnum Moss develops into a floating mat along
the shoreline. As the mosSgrows, dies, and collects organic debris, a few forbs
begin to grow on it and in it, adding 'to the nutrient base. Later, trees such as
larch, red maple, and black spruce grow, the pond fills iii, and the.pond.becomes
a Sphagnum bog. As organic mafter continues to accumulate and the hog dries,-
the trees develop further and the bog becomes a swamp for'est,
82 y .
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Figure 29. Sutvessnm causes; a northera Owed ) to.change.inio
a sphagaum bog (centersforeground ). The bog 'nay thea become a

,r'elatively stable A wamp forest of red maple, spruce, fir. ;aul larch
cciltut baagi ound ). A forest of norilurn hauiwood trees may eve n-
,taally develop liere.
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Old field
Classit old field development or succession in New England is shown in figure V.
Abandoned farmlands are invaded by pioneer grasSes and forbs: and by woody
specitis sueli as redcedar and blacic cherry. Tree species such as oaks,,which inay
make their appearance'early; usually become dominant lateit.. These species then
may give way, e:-ipecially on moist, cool sites in northern New England, to the
niOre shade tolerant species --stigar maple, yellow birch,,and American beech.
Successional development from aplowed field to a relatively stable forest re: s
quires about 200.years when conditions are favorable.

.1Figure36. Old field deyelopmeni or succession ip.New England
begins when abaruhirwd liehi's are invaded by grpsse:s, fyrbs. and
woody plants such as black cherry and redeedar (lult and center):
ft terminates in a dense forest of hardwood trees (right). V

r



Old field succession in the SotitheastAlig-. 31) typically pases from corn-.,
inuni ties of grasses and shrvbs to lobk.)1Iy piLi.uid finiAly to a.relatively Stable.
forest of, pines, oaks, and hickories. This 'process requikes ISO to'200 years. This
is a good example ol secondary succession development that occurs idler an
established community has been removed-or partly deiitroyed. Succession wljere
no organisms existed previously is called primary succes,sion.

p.

Pigure 31.-- Old fkld developments in the Southeast includes grass
and shrub communities (centi.l tortground). pines (background),
-.and sometirirrs terminates in a. forest of mrxed pines, oaks, and
hickories (tar right).
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Michigan sand dune
..,

i., , ,S 0 '''

0
C ''. 1 ,sti ,

. 5.

Figitt-t;.' 32, nit exangue of primary succession on sand dunc-s along Vakc Michigan.

demonstrates itie Powerlui ability of vcgctational commtnut les to modify a harsh
..

env irownent: As the lakc retreated and became stmiller.oy&-th4sailds of yjar,,
a scrip; of sand dimes Was successiyely,exposed. Studies of t hes' c dunes have

... .

town that, beginning-wftli'hare sand'( ), different 6-fminitthitie's ds.:yellop----teack. .-

grass (2), sltrubs (3). eottonwo9d (4): flick/pine (5), a nnd, finally, a oak forest (()..
. ..

Primary -;.uccession is-4n11ch !;lovver than' sceondnry s14cc-CS!0011: III (his eX0111111C,...,
the proce, incay require about 1,000 years. .

Figuit., 32. It take\ about I.000 yeats jot regctat umUl
. linittnutones to v-olottize newly (-lc postml sand beaches 11

of Lake Michiyan and finally dcvelop into an oak forc..1 (W.
or successively older dunes, plant eonttnumtiesulmnge
from gtass (2). to sin tilts (.3). to eo11ittwo0(i_(.1). uvula
pine 0). and. finally. to the oak forest
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tiPBar .ock
The harsher the environment, the longer succession takg, The conversion of hare
rock to forest requires thousands of years (fig. 33), Succession begins whe0 lichelks
etch and dissolve minerals limin rock surfacos. When comfit ions are favorable,

thls action and the physical. presence of the lichens may provide conditions which
allow mosses to grow and accumulate organic and Mineral matter. In this way,.
sUlicient soil can accumulate to provide habilat for ferns and, later, for grasses

and forbs. There are probably cases where such succession has continued to the

point where shrubs and trees can grow.

Figure 33. Primary sa.cression in wountains such as the Rockies

begins bare rin k Lichens (left foreground) may eventuallr
create places where mosses (center loreground) can grow Finally.
many thousands of years later. a community of krns. /orbs, and
grasses njay evolve (right foreground). if conditions are very fat;or-
able, a comnumity al shrubs and trees may eventually.develop.
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Grassland
. Succession, of course, also occurs in nonforest ecosystems, including large lakes,
oceans, and grasslands. Figure 34 Shows grassland development on wagon. t rails
in the western Great Plaiits after these trails ha4Deen abidoned for different
lengths of time. For the bare ground of the most recently used trails (1) to pass
th-rough communities of scattered annual.weeds (2), short-lived grasses (3), and
early perennial grasses (4) to the originaltdense, stable grass comifunity (5)
requires 20 to 40 years.

,5)
ib,4 4

Figure 34. Succession on abandoned wagon train trails in the Great
Plains. The bare soil (1) of du: most recent trails first supports
scattered annual weeds (2), then short-lived grasses (4,3). and later
early perennial grasses (4). From 20 to 40 years after abandonrn;Tnt,
the trails once more support the original dense grass climax (5).
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Succession also occurs in less visible places. Many different communities
Of soil insects and-microorganisms developed during the transition from bare
dune sand to the moist, organic matter-rich soil of the forest. Even wounds in liv-
ing trees, like bare fiekls, arc coloMzed successively by communities of micro-
organisms; this colonization usually begins with."pionecr" bacteria, followed by
staining fungi, and eventually t)y decay fungi.

Succession of Saprotroph decomposer communitivs within a fallen tree
(fig. 35) begins when the dead wood is attacked by insects and microorganisms,
alid ends when the wood is decomposed by wood-rotting fungi, bacteria, and
other Saprotrophs.

Figure 35. ,Snecession in a failenxine tree.
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FACTORS AFFECTING SUCCESSION
Successions of birdS and animals also occurusually as a result of changes in
the plant commuMtv. And animals and birds can significantly affect the course of
sOccession. Birds and animals often introduce seed from plhiits of more advanced
stages, and burrowing animals provid fc! habitats of mineral s(iil for- plants of
earlier stages. In mixed plant communities, overbroWsing of early stage species
by herbivorous Illamulals and insects can speedup succession. But, overbrows-
itig in genedil usually sets succession ba& to an earlier stage:

Succession alip can be set back by other iLjor disturbancesboth natural
and human-caused. Fires, hurricanes, 'and logging operations are sonitc; of tlieSe
disturbances.

But we might ask ourselves, so what? What is actually happening eco-
logically when the Game of the Environment is played by nature's Rules? why is
this important to people? We can provide some answers to these questions by
comparing the early and late stages of successio'n.
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SUCCESSION VERSUS PRODucrwtry
In the'early stages of community development, materials produced by hoto-
synthesis accumulate faster than they can be degraded thiough respir tiorf.
Energy floWs primarily by the grazing process in short, simple food c ains.

As biotic development proceeds and biomass incrdases, ifespir tion also
increases; eventually thi production of m'aterials by photosynthesis ay nearly

equal that being aegaded,through respiration. Energy is channeled y complex
.ptthways thrCSugh intricate food webs that mostly entail breakdown f detritus
by gaprotroph decomposers.

PEOPLE AND SUCCESSION
'The characteristics nd principles of ecologiCal succession are very nportant to
us. In moSt case. odern agriculture and forestry rely on holding tural biotic
development in dieck, or interruptirsi it at soine point and starting i again. Thus,
we grow simple communitiesoften single species or monoculture over large
areas. Experience has shown that these systems arc very vulnerabl They can be
hard hit -very quickly by insects and disease or by drought or other dverse en-
vironmental factors so that we must continually subsidizejhern wit energy in
the forms of pesticides, fertilizers, and fossil fuel-. Therefore, to vp ly the food
and fiber needs of today's population, we must break the Rules of t c Game that
regulate thcledevelopment of natural ecosystems.

At the same time, we are beginnindto understand that natur I ecosystems
also fulfill needs that arc important the modification of harsh cli ates, the
cycling of nutrients, and the producti.on of clean Water. And, of cour the recrea-
tional an&esthetic needs of people are often best satisfied by natura eccigystems.
A logical strategy is to Maintain diverse mixtures of early and later stages" by
compartmentalizing the landscape. 1 02
92
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IN YOUR ENVIRONMENTAL ARENA

Li For.some natural ecosystems in your area, describe some of the steps that you
can see in the biotic development (succession) of thc plant c-o-mmunities.

Li For your area, list some plant communities whose development is regulated or
held in check by people. flow and why are these communities regulated?

El Compare a riatural arid a people-regulated plant community in your area in
terrns of the numbers of different plant and animal speciespresent, the sources
of energy, and the sources of nutrients.

D Describe some ways that succession, .or biotic develop'ment, has determined
your lifestyle or those of membetts/of your community.
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Figure 36. Wildfire may be a powerful natural Foul in that it Mkt--
Pres tvith the nutrient cycling and energy flow Rules. Sione natural
communities exist bccause firg "breaks" the Rules.

.
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$014E- OF NATURE'S FOULS
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The successional 'patterns of the natural ecosyg-tems.just described bccur,When
the Game of th-e Environment Procseds unhindered bir major upsets. But upsets
are common and natural. Defoliatibn by insects'in the Nottheast, hurricanes in
the Southeasi, wildfire hi the Welit, drought in the Plaingand volcanoes in Cep-
tral and Latin -America are sbine natUral eventS.that, interfere with .(break) the

energy flow and nutrient.cycling Rules cif tbe Game.
., , 4 ,. I

Wildfire a, a

.

Wildfire (fig. 36) has a powerful infliidrice pn patterns orvegetation: Fire sets'
batk succession and influences species composition. Some species are favored tty
fire; others are hindered or are elimMated.

Fire is a major agent in decomposing organic matter and in recycling
nwrients. Periodic fires preserved the vast prairies and oak openings-of yester-
S7ear; they are responsible l'or maintaining the shrubby California chaparral, the
jack pine forests in the MidweSt and in Canada, and the mixvd pint flatlands of
the Southeast. The importint role of wildfire in natural systems i now being
recognized; ,under certain circustances, fire in wilderness areas is permittcd
to tun its course.

-Fire has long been exploited by peopleprimarily in setting back suctoes-
, sion to a more productive stage. Foresters use controlled ground fire to suppress

hardwoods in pihe forests, to create openings and fOod for wildlife, arid.,tb reduce
accumulated litter. Thus ihe use of fii-e prevenui-catastrophic ho' t ctown fires and
perpetuates ukful shrkib species, such as blueberry and h'uckleberry, which
_Serve s fodd for wildlife and people. Fire is 'Used to wcycle nUtrients in'grass
comMunities,-to tiliMinate encroaching weed shrubs, and tO reduce the number,of
diseasebrganisais on stubble and othw plant par,ts after.harvesting.
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Drought'
'Drought (fig, 37) also has greatly influenced the development of ecosystems. The

seVere drought nf the 9.30's caused widesdale alterations in species composition,
and major disruptions of comMunities. As plants died, their roots were no
longer able to hold the soil the result was massive erosion of topsoil rich in
nufrients and organk matter. During thisperiod, succession was often set back

to "squaec bare.subsoil.

,

,

1 I

.., r
./'

Figure 37 --Severe drought is a natural ovent that results from dis-
ruptions of the Watti.; cycle; and that, in turn, interferes with the
cycle of nutrients and flow of energy in ecosystenss
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-Volcanism

a
%Cy,
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"Squark,"one". also is the successional staie after yolcanisin(fiv,. 38): Bare vol-,
canic rock may suddenly appear where only Minutes befure grew iuA tropical
or subtropical vegetation; also, volcanoes are natural sources of pollution .,

, - i -
because ihey emit particulates, heat, and gases;

_ . :

f..

Vigure 38. A volcano may Kuddenly and violently set back .suc-
cession to "squarc one."or bare subsoil.
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Hurricanes
Powerful hurricanes, tracking north and east from their spawning ground's in the
Caribbean, periodically "sw&p" the forests along the southern and eastern
coasts of North Americft)( fig. 39). Records suggest that hurricanes remove the

.."big trees" of the eastern forests every/100 to 150 years; when this happens in
mature climax forests, the-light that reaches the folvst floor allows light-de-
manding plants to grow on.m.dtinds of sbil raised by the tipped roots of the
to kd giants. In this;way, hurricanes (and.other wind storms) create a diver-
sity f. Species by providing gaps for Species that demand light.

a

Figure 39. Hurricanes periodically interrupt or influence succes-
sion in North America.
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--Overgrazing (insect defoliation)
7(r:overgrazing" by defoliating insects als9 can disrupt natural forest ecosystems?
Defoliation removing the food-makin machineryseriously interferes with
nergy flows. The ingestion of leaves that otherwise would have fallen and de--

composed interferes with normal nutrient cycles. Periodic severe outbreaks by
insects such.as the gypsy mOth (fig. 40), spruce budworm, tent caterpillar, and
cankerworm can-alter species composition significantly-and influence succession.

Repeakd defoliation of oaks by the gypsy moth may result in the death of
significant numbers of trees; depending on the site and stage of development,
defoliation also can advance or set back succession.

Figure 40. Defoliation by.insects alters energy flow and nutrient
cycling,
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Wm* 41. --- Domestic and wild animals can irvergraze their entrgy.
otid tffi1ricn upplic. ifthey become too numerous.
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Outbreaks of gypsy moths are frequently associated with a previous dis-
e in the forest caused by humans or nature. Recent evidence that low

p p ations of this insect are strongly regulated by predatory insects and small
woodland mammals (deer mice artd shrews) suggests that disturbances that re-
duce predator pocalations (for example, fire or urbanization) may indirectly
tr/igger insect outbreaks.

Outbreaks by other grazer Consumers due to the control of predators are
/well documehted. The unwise destruction of Consumers at the'tops of food
chainswolves; coyotes, hawhs, eaglesfor sport or f ection of domestic
and wild animals has resulted in explosions of grazing pre.y pop lations (fig. 41).
In many instances, the\9utcorne h been overgrazing and depletion of the range,
and the starvation of th-se "p)!otected"

Similar cofisiquences 1;ave followed the introduction intentionally or
accidentally k herbivores into ecosystems that have no predators. Thus
populations of the introduced gypsy moth seem to be explosively higher where
the insect moves into new territories than where it has been established for many
years. When plotted, such population patterns typicall follow a 1-shaped
growth curve, the population rises exponentially until the resources of the envi-
ronment suddenly become limiting. When this point is reached, the population

1,1

usually crashes to a low point. With time, subsequent oscillations in populations
of some organisms may become less violent, and population levels fluctuate
riearthe maximum number that can be supported by the given habitat. This
population level is known as the carrying capacity.

1 ek 113 103



Carrying capacity is an important concept. Basically, it tells us that there

- can be only so many Players of one kind in an Arena. The J-shaped etirve is the
growth form of populations not responsive to the carrying caPacity. Often, how-

ever, increasing populations do respong.to increasing environmental limit. In
these cases, the shape of the population growth curve is an S; it begins sloMy,
then increases rapidly, and later, as resource limitations provide negative "feed-

..

back," levels yff hear the carrying capacity.
It is important to point out that outbreaks of native insects occur period-

ically, and that they may contribute in major ways to the development of an eco-

system. In the tertninology of our Game, thcik Consumer Player's, by interfering
with the flow of energy and nutrient cycling (excessive grazing versus the normal
slow decompositiko of detritus), can alter succession. Outbreaks of the spruce
budworm, like fire in the jack pine forests, are believed to be the primary agents
responsible for periodically killing off, renewing, and thus perpetuating the
northern spruce-fir "forest of catastrophe."

The human need for a predictable and continual supply of wood led to

attempts to alter these natural outbreaksprimarily by controlling insect pop-
ulations with chemicals. But widescale use of certain wsticides brought other
adverse effects (see pages 132 and 133 ).

IN YOUR ENVIRONMENT ARENA

O List some other natural events (Feuls) that hatic inte (xi with energy flows
Or nutrient cycles in our country.

O What natural Fouls have you encountered in your community?
O In what ways have they interfered with the Rules of the Game?

Describe the ways in which succession could have been affected by one of

'these events,
O How have people's activities or plans been influenced by natural events in

your area?
104
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SOM PEOPLE FOULS
Like nature's Fouls, the adverse effects of human actions are primarily due to
interfering with and breaking the Rules of the Gameto messing up the natural
order of things. Our general V.iew of these environmental "probfems" is intended
to serve rkot as a warning of impending doom but as a guide for future action. Wc
have an unequaled capacity to wreak havoc with our environment and, therefore,
to endanger ourselves. But we also have the capacityunique among all crea-
turesto evaluate andeorrect past mistakes. Our future course must be guided
by hindsight and by an understanding of ecological relationships..

. The unparalloled ability people have to "move things ab6ut" has created
adverse and complex situations that must be faced by future generations. Figures
42 through 58 summarize some of (Air Fouls and Penalties as we manipulate
ecosystems,.depttle finite resources, and pollute our environment. That all of
these actions are closely interrelated emphasizes once more the interdepeldence

#

a

of ecosystems az-id. of events within tb,einl
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Manipulation of Ecosystems
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Figure 42. People often move too much, too often, and in too little
space. Domestic and industrial devdopment of the flood plain and
improper strip mining on the hills above can create serious flood and
siltation problems,
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Manipulation of ecosystEms '1

Disruption of flood plai4
Let's consider the following scenario centered on the City and the river

arbund which it was built (fig. 42). Initially the-sciurce of power, transport, food,
and water (upstream) and waste disposal (downstream), the river is now a
"pFroblem." Encroachment by buildings, shopping centers, and highways opto the
river's flood plain have created a flood problem; this requires the construction of
a dam the "solution." But siltation behind the dam from upstream develop-
ments is now decreasing the effectiveness of the dam. Downstream, the false,
security created by the dam's presence encourages further clepring, filling, anti
developing of the convenient flood plain land and the surrounding watershed.
Housing developments and industrial complexes encroach even onto the Salt
marshes. Destn4ction of the marsh "nurseries" brings about the demiseof the
once thriving gport fishing of the harbor. And runoff from nonabsorptive surfaces
'and erosion accelerates silting of the harbor a problem that is ':solved" by
dredging.
Dredging qd dumping
But a new problem arises: what to do with the dredged spoils? Previous solu-
tions, returning the spoils to land to fill "waste spaces" such as wetlands or
dumping them at sea, are now questioned because of their adverse environmental
impact.
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Figure 43. Out Vreaks of diseases and insects (group ofyellow
trees on hillside, left centep can occur when trees are rendered
susceptible to them by factors such as pollution. This f.an be es-

. pecially serious when too much otihe samecrop is g,pvwdi,i one
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Growing rnonocultures
In trouble now are the farmlands and the forest. Agriculture is relegated to less
fertile land above the flood plain; farmers and foresters are forced to focus only
on a few productive species: The growing of a single species to the exclusion of
others on a large area is known as a monoculture.

There are outbreaks of bark beetles (fig.-43) in the pine forest morko-
cultures weakened and Predisposed to insect attack by air pollution, especially

'that from automobile exhausts. Harvestsare now being conducted to salvage the
dead and dying trees. Improperly installed logging wads used in this.bperation
augment erosion and silting of the harsbor. Air pollution also affects the agricul-
tufal food crops "downwind" of the city. Impacts on the city's food source will
be-great if the monocultures are susceptible to tile high levuls of oxidents reached
'during "episodes" of inversion (air trapped under a warm upper layer that
prevents the pollutants frOrn rising). (See page 141.),
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Strip mining
When the city's demand for energy exceeds the river's capacity to produce it, the"
search kir other sources leads to the,,cdal in the hills to the west (fig. 44). Now

the ujiyeclaimed spoik disgorge their acids into streams and the river, eliminating

-them as sources of potable witer and.desirable fish species.
Excessive predator control
On the hills to the east, sheep. that were "protected" when their predatorthe
cqote was poisoned now must compotowith high populations of rOdents (fig.

45). The conseq' tient ovel-grazing and deterioration of the rafige leads to the elimi-

.. Milton of plant coVer and to erosion.
Thus,bymerely moving things about and by "shaping" nature to suit our

,
immediate needs in what seemingly is the most practical manner, we have often

created problems ---,and the solutions, in turn, have created additional problems.

As a powerful geophysical agent, we can counter natural succession, block

c;ritiCal steps in important food chains, and modify natural habitats.

:..Eigure 44. Unredaimed strip ming..va blight on the landscape.
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IN YOUR ENVIRONMENTAL ARENA,

O What "tnanipulafion" Pouls have been commited in your community?
u5 Describe some consequences of these Fouls.
O How could they have been avoided?
O How can they he corrected? . .
O 'How would the "corrected" Fouls change lifestyk-i in the coimnunity"?

. ,

O How, would your fannly's aCtiities be affected? .

Figure 45. -Protecting" herds of grazing anUnal by removing their
"predators" can backfire when competition by other grazers results'
in destruction of the natural range.
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Figure 46. Huge acreage.% of valuable agricultural laud are lost
each ycar to housing developnwn(s, highway, and itidnsitiahvnion.
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Depletion of finite resources
As the "Grand Exploiters," wg now face a world soon to encounter shortages of iti
available minerals, metals, fossil fuels, andif we do not act now aglicultural
lands.
Agricultural land, forests, open space
Linked closely to the manipulation or the environment is the constant depletion
of our most valuable finite resource land. It is necessary, of course, to change
lana uses as our population increases, but we must do This wisely. Each year, in
the name of "progress," we pave over, build on, or otherwise remove forever
thousands of acres of productive land. As was noted earlier, some activities
building on flood plains and'filling of inland wetlands and salt marshes -:-pro-
duce adverse effects that are complex and far-reaching.

The removal of productive farms and forests, now proceed)ig rapidly in
highly populated areas'of the United States (fig. 46), may directly affect our
well-being. The current trend of concentrating food production in linMed geo-
graphic areas that are often failefrom population centers may prove unsound as
transportation and storage costs increase and, as regional crops fail due to
climatic disasters or disease.

How much land is needed for agricultuit, forestry, or protective open
"-

space? How should we ensure that sufficienteamounts be maintained? These
questions are extremely difficult to answer. It is often not recognized that much
more space is demanded by each person in an affluent nation such as ours than is
needed in ck_o_rer nations. This is due to the foods we desire, the fiber we use, and
the human seriiices we demand to maintain our standard of living.

Some i:.6ologists have recommended that at least one-third of all land be
maintained as onen spice. Whether or not this figure is the goal we should
strive for, the current rate of land use changes and the projected doubling of our
populatpi in 25 to 45 years Make it imperative that means be.developed to ensure
that the destruction'of our productive agricultural lands is halted.

2 7
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Minerals and metals
We in the United States have used more minerals and fossil fuels in the last
'three decades than have been used by humanity singe time began! Our mineral
resources are running out (fig. 47). If exploitation increases at its present rate,
and if we continue our "throw away" practices, those of us still alive in the year
20Q0 may see the Nst of the copper Mines closeand before them, the last lead,
tin, zinc, silver, mercury, and gold mines. And the reserves of most of the other
essential minerals and metals possibly could be depleted hy 2100.

The hard truth is that the United States, Japan, and the affluent industrial
nations of Western Europe import much of their key minerals from other coun-
ties piimarily the less developed nations. (Exceptions are the U.S.S.R. and
mainland China.) The dependence of the United States on other countries for
necessary minerals will increase dramatically: within the next decade we will
have to import more than half of the 12 key industrial minerals.

.As we learned earlier, in natural ecosystems the Game of the Environ ent
cora ues becauge all materials needed for production are cycled within the s
tem. But we have not yet learned this iMportant lesson. We play the Game as if
our mineral resources were infinite. Only a small fraction of the material we use
is recyeled. Earthrnanship playing the Game wellmust be improld so that

, all necessary materials are recycled as fully.as possible.
But even if recycling were perfect, it still would not provide the answer to

our growing needs. Some mining would be required simply to replace materials
lost to rust, corrosion, or wear. Along with a total conimitment to conservation
and recycling, we must give'priority to improving mining technology, locating
new reserves, and developing substitute materials, . 4.

But the problems encountered in playing the Game will be far from
solved even if all of these activities are successful. While considerably le s
energy is required.in recycling materials than in wresting them from vir n

sources, the increasing rate of consumption means that ever increasing a unts
of energy must be used. And energy cannot be recycledit is a noncyclic resou
We do not have enough energy to extract resources, convert them to products, aacti

then recycle them at increasing rates.
Energy reserves
Is there really an energy crisis? Are fossil fuel reserves being depleted? How
soon will we run dut?

Although coal has bcen burned as fuel for more than 800 years, it is only
since the early 1800's that sizable amounts have been consumed. Fantastic
increases in coal consumption accompanied the Industrial Revolution (250
million tons in 1870 to 2.8 billion tons in 1970); this dramatic increase occurred
at the same time that the importance of coal was-declining sharply in favor of'

oil and natural gas.'
12,9 119



Indeed. oll production has doubled every 10 years since about the tura of
)2'.the centuiy (fig. 48). In the United States, oil production.peaked around 1970,

and we have been increasingly dependent on imports since. It is projected that
world consuinption of oil in this decade (1970 to 1980) will equal that used during
the previous 100 years! Since we know that fossil fuel supplies are finite, the
question of how long they will last is critically important.

'- The most optimistic estimates are that:reserves of natural gas and "cheap".
oirwill be deplettU (80 percent of total reserve used) by 2000 in the United
States and about 30 years later in the rest of the world.

Figure 48. Massivy oil fields on lattd and offshore. refineries,
tankers, lnd tank I rms point to our great dependency on oil and
natural Os as majo energy sources. It has been estimated that for
all practical purposes cr.ur reserves of natural gas and oil will be

. gone by the year 2000.
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The great-hope for futurq sources of fuel seems to lie in our coal reserves
(perhaps important for 200 to 300 years, but only 75 years if coal is the sole
source of energy), and possibly in our vast deposits of western oiIrbearing
shales. But "switching back to coal" signals a potential increase in air and water
pollution. Land reclamation, air pollution controls, safety measures, and shipping
will generate additional costs.

And unlike its cost in the past, coal will be expensive. Gassification
producing synthetic natural gas (SNG) from coal haS been proposed as the
answer to the high cost of shipping great quantities of coal from the West to the
East. But SNG is much less efficient than coal or natural gas, and the necessary
increasing in mining will deplete coal reserves sooner.

Similar disadvantages are associated with the exploitation of shale oil.
The product that is sought, kerogen, is piiesent in such low concentrations that
huge quantities of rock must be ground and heated. The great amount of energy'
required for extraction and shipping will result in a low net amount of energy.
And the impact on the environment is potentially very great. Great tracts of land
will be disrupted and-vegetation and wildlife destroyed. The qulity of air and
water will drop, as will water tables; and because the crushed spoils will occupy
more than 10 percent more space than the solid rock-, the waste disposal problem
will be staggering.

These imminent shortages and escalating costs of fossil fuels have led us to
focus on nuclear fuel for generating.power. But the process currently used .

fission of a relatively rare resource', uranium-235 is very wasteful. Uranium-
235 makes up less than 1 percent of the uranium in natural ore. In fact, pro-
ponents of nuclear power fear tikat mediuM-Prieed supplies of uranium-235 may
be exhausted b*re breeder reactors are developed to "breed" or maiZe fission-
able pluionium-239 and uranium-233. Either of these isotopes can be used as a
catalyst to burn uranium-238 or thorium-232, which together represent an
energy source millions of times larger than all known reserves of fossil fuel.

It would seem, then, that'nuclear breeder reactors, and perhaps fusion
reactors, offer the greatest hope for satisfying our insatiable appetite for energy.
Unfortunately, as with fossil fuel sources, there are potentially serious conse-
quences associ ted with nuclear energymost of which relate to environmental
pollution.

The ssibility that human or technological error will result in a serious
malfunctio will increase as the number of reactors increases. This is perhaps
sufficient feason tb engage now in an integrated national energy program to
develop technologies for alternative energf source% especially solar, wind,
tidal.pnd geothermal power. While nuclear energy probably will be a major, if
not the primary, source of power in the decades to come, it would be techno-
logical insanity to put all our energy "eggs" in one basketespecially in the one
that poses unparalleled potential for biological hazard.

31
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Pollution
Pollutants are materials injected into the biosphere in sufficient quantities to
change the Game and to adversely affect the living Players, especially people (see
picture on p. 1 22 ). For convenience, pollutants are often classified as soil, air, or
water pollutants, as biodegradable or nonbiodegradable, or as threshold .(damag-
ing at some level) or nonthreshold (damaging at any concentration). But pollu-
tion should be looked at as a whole, because what begins as an air pollutant
often ends up in soil or water; and concentrations of substances damaging to one
life stage of a Player organism may not be harmful to other stages or kinds of

organisms.
Nature can be a polluter! VolearioeS, earthquakes, dust st,Orms, and salt

spray from ocean storms are major sources of natural pollution. Even wildfire
and floods, whose effects may be beneficial, can contribute to air pollution or to
undesirable siltation. But the intermittent and dispersed nature of these natural
Fouls lessens their inipact on the environment.

Figure 49. Tho much phosphorus can trigger algal blooms in fresh
water ecosystems, which, when extreme, can result in fish kills.
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People are the primary c use-of pollution. Our actions.as powerful
geochemkal agentsgathering, extracting, moving, concentrating, and dun-lb-
ing have repeatedly swamped natural systems with too much material. We also
have introduced many compounds that are totally alien to natural systems. Many
of these substances are not biodegradable, and they accumulate or magnify in
'food cha* until they become toXic. The chlorinated hydrocarbons (DDT, PC1))
and radionucleids (strontium-90, cesium 130) are examples of introduced
synthetic materials that now are distributed in significant quantities throughout
the atmosphere. Thus, people can cause material cycles to "run amuck" by in-
jecting into them excessive quantities of both natural and synthetic substances.

Figure 50. Runoff from animal feedlots carries eltessive amounts
ofphosphates and nitrates into waterways.
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Phosphorus Phosphorus is usually the element in short supply the-,
limiting factor for growth of algneiniresh water. The rich green blooms of .

glgae common in Many df our rivers and lakes usually are signals that subStantial..
'arnOunts of phosPhorus have been added to.the system (fig. 49): Most of this
excess phosphorA.enters the. cycle in treated.or untreated sewage rich in- deter-
gents:and in runoff from.aninial TOdlots (figs. 50 and 51),.

The growth of algae Producers often proceeds tincllec lW. until the excess
pho'Sphorus is used up and once again becomes limiting; then, a dicoff occurs.

4-? BeCia Use .the decoMposition or large amounts of dead algae. requires large
fr91antities of,dissolved oxygen, fish may be killed.

-Once phosphates reach estuarine or coastal Arenas, they no longer con-.
tribute to algae blooms, in these systems, nitrogen is the hi-lining factor. The .

..suggestion tht phosph tc detergents be replaced A./th nitrogenous ones must
be evaluated carefully b cause thiS substitution might seriously compound 1

'problems associated wi explosions of phytoplankton and zooplankton in
'-ocean eCosYsteixis.mhe itrogen.is.the.hrniiing factor.*
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Figure 52. As a result of human activities, the mtrogen cycle runs
amuck (three boxes): In the aut. tosphere whennitrogen
oxides help to farm ozone and smopand in soil and water when
nitrate-rich effluents speed eutroplakation.0
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Nitrogen. Nitrogen monoxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) are the
two of the eight nitrogen oxides Mat contribute to air pollution. Thrse gases
are formed by the'&mbusticin of fossil fuels in automobiles and power plants
(fig. 52). Co4nbustion at high;emperatures and pressure converts gaseous nitro-
gen to nitrogen monoxide and this, in turn, is oxidized rapidly by ozone (03 ) or
slowly by oxygen to nitrogen dioxide. Nitrogen dioxide is reduced by ultraviolet.
light to nitrogen monoxide and atomic oxygen (0). The atomic oxygen can react
with oxygen to form ozone or with unburned hydrocarbon' emissions to form
photochemical smog.

Nitrogen dioxide, ozone, and smog arc harmful to plants and animals;
they cause irritation of the eye, nose, throat, and *spiratory trace, and they
damage fbod crops and fsrests. The interaction of these pollutants with others,
especially with carbon mbr6xide and sulfur dioxide, can cause great darriage at
relatively low concentrations.

As is shown in figure 52, the nitrogen cycle is carried out not only in the
atmosphere but also in soil and water. As with phosphorus, exLssive amounts
of nitrogen in aquatic systems can result in overproduction in cultural
eutrophication. And the polluting of aquatic systems with overloads of nitrogen
is increasing. Heavy losses of nitrate fertilizers from agricultural Systems
often result from runoff, especiplly in humid climates. Animal manure is poten-
tially a prjmary source of nitrate pollution, especially near feedlots (fig. 50);
fortunately, most feedlots are located in regions with low rainfall. One of the ,
greatest sources of nitrate pollution is human effluent Clischarged directly from

I

waste treatment facilitieS to.waterways.
? Q 129



igure! 53 di....14p1 the sidfur cycle by iniecnng great gnawing...
of sulfur dioxide (S02 ) into tlw atmosphere (bay). Sulfur dioxide
combines with moisture in the atmosphere to form sulfuric acida
compound that can be harmful to animals and plants:
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41,

Sulfur dioxide. We'alSo are affecting the sulfur cycle by introducing
'great quantities of sulfur dioxide (S02 ) into the atmosphere '(fig. 53). Sulfur
dioxide usually is only a transitory step in the Ode, occurring in very low con-
centrations., Additions through combustion and refining of sulfur-bearing fossil
fuels and smelting account for only about 20 percent of the total global amount
(80 percent is from natural sources); however, concentrations of SO2 in urban
areas are causing serious problems.

Once it is in the atmosphere: S02 reacts with moisture to formsulfuric
acid. When inhaled as a fine mist, or when attached to sinall particles, sulfuric
acid can injure sensitive lung tissue; it is a major cause of bronchial asthma
during air inversions. Low concentrations of SO2 can injure and even kill many

-important crop plants, especially when it occurs with low concentratiOns of ozone.
Sulfur in the atmosphere produces acid precipitation in many aivas.

Downwind from industrial centers, the acidity of rainfall has increased up to
200 times in recent years. Sulfuric acid in the atmosphere damages paint, stone
buildings, sculpture, and ancient artifacts. And the acidity of streams, sometime
great distances froikthe industrial sources, has also increased, harming fish and
other aquatic life. Although the long-term effects of acid precipitation oh ter-
restrial ecosystems are not well understood, this phenomenon emphasizes.
strongly that our activities in one location can adversely affect life processes
many mileseven continentsaway.

Heayy metals. The cyCies of many elements that are not essential for
,...growth also have been adversely affected by people. The heavy metalslead,
mercury, and cadmium thaPhavealWays been present in low lev'els have been
injected into the biosphere in large qiiantities by the burning of leaded gasoline, ,
by smelting and other industrial, proceand by the use of pesticides. These
elenients magnify in food chains and accumulate in the blood and tissues of
Consumers (including humans) at higher trophic lev,els, where they can cause
severe neurological sSunptorns, chromosome brealcage,.and death.

!" III



Hydrocarbons (chlm.inated). Tht. bools Silept,Sming by Rachel Carsoo
alerted khe public to the dangers of chlorinated 11ytkoc4bnil plsticides. The
global sPread of DDT and-its unsuspeeted'And dramatic iwpacts on nontarget,
Organisms in distant areas poibt out the dangers of injecting hug,e quantities
of synthetic materials into the biosphere (fig, 54), A

The very characteristics of toxicity, persistence, and stability that made
DDT attractive as an insecticide account for its .spread and adverse effects.
Insoluble in Water but highly soluble in fats and-oils, DDT accumulates in fatty
ssue41 organisms. It does not break down easily, and it comMues to magnify

i food chains. Indeed, a study along the northeastern At kint ic coast revealed
--the level ol DDT in gulls to be a.million tiles inore.conccinratcd than it.was UI
the water!

Figure -Synthetic compounds. like the chlorinated
hydroc(Xbon pesticides. become incorporated into bio-
logical cycles. When they magnify in food chains they can
be lethal to notuatget Organisms grcilli.listauccs
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Death or impaired reproduction can result when organisms acquire high
concentrations of DDT. Small fish can be killed froth large dosesof ODT that
are stored in their'yolk sacs; DDT in 1114-ds alters their calcium metabolism.
resulting in death directly or indirectly when calcium-ddicient egg.shells break
during incubation. ,..,,

S.14 The greatest danger from DDT and similar compounds may not be froli ,
. ... ......

direct exposure but from subtle chAnges in the structure and function of the, awe
of the Eviromnent. When beneficial nontarget organisms are kilkA by pesti-
ckles. foqd chains become shortenedsimplifiedand the Game is woakened.

\ Materials that are substituted 14 chlorinated.hydrocarbons are uSually short-,.
lived they do not magnify in food chains. But the extreme toxicity of someof
these substitutes poses real dangers through mishandling by humans.

Other synthetic compounds have attracted attention in recent years.
Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB's) used widely in industry are perhaps more
dangerous than DDT. PCB's also persist and,magnify in food chains and kill
many predaceous organisms.
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-77---Fistive 53i Oil vp Is- are dirontati..--e-Atoupks-of poll-mu" but most
, p11 pollution is no nearly as visible.
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Hydrocarbons (oil).,Oil pollution can be a dramatic event (fig. 55).

Headlines tell of .1.11.1:bo tankers breaking up, of offshore well blowouts, and of the

potential failure wly constructed pipelines. Such events reflect our increasing I
appetite for oil. As dwindling supplies necessitate exploiting reserves in increas-
ingly inhospitable Arenas, the likelihood of serious accidents increases. But most
oil pollution (80 to 90 percent) occurs during everyday shipping, refining, pro-
cessing, and burning of hydrocarbonsle most important form of oil pollution

is fallout of airborne hydrocarbons.
When hydrocarbons reach the oceans, they are diluted and dispersed.

Eventually, they disappear through microbial degradation, evaporation, oxida-
tion, and deposition. Along the way, however, great damage may occur to ocean
life. Sometimes this dal-I-fa-Ps-is obvious, sometimes it is subtle and indirect. Thus,
hydrocarbons can destroy vital parts of some food chains directly (for example,

aquatic insects), can accumulate and magnify in food chains (for example, in
large.fish and birds near, tops of food chains), and can interfere with.the communi-
cation systems of organisms (for example, disruption of chemical "messages"
from rivers to fish returning to spawn). 135
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Figurt Today; the greatest threats of radiation pollution stemc
. not from nuclear fallout, but from radioactive wastes created in

aloniic power plants?'

, Radioactive materials. Atomic bombs and the testing of nuclear weaponsushered forth the atomic age and the threat of radiation pollution (fig. 56). Thisthreat is very great. The terrible radioactive fallout from massive atomic explo-
sions is well known. But the dangers from radioisotopes that may enter bio-
logical cycle§ are also potentially.great.

.Radiostrontium, the product of uranium fission, is a good example of amaterial that can cause a cycle to subtly run amuck. Strontium "rnirriis" calciumand it can eventually become incorporated with calcium in human bones. Here,it is in close contact with blood-forming marrowtissue that is especially sensi-tive to radiation damage.
Genetic damage to reprOdOtTVe cells, with thethreat4of passing on muta-

tions to unborn generations, can also occur from radiation. "Safe" levels arc
difficult to establish; the harmful effects of chronic exposure to low levels of
radiation are stilt being studied.

There is little doubt that the greatest threat of pollution originates in trans-,porting, storing, and reprocessing spent radioactive wastes. Large quantities of
these wastes are-now being stockpiled for reprocessing. They are a major lia-
bility; this,material must be maintainedwith no mistakes for thousands of
years. Wastes of other kinds, although posing less irrim ent threats, nevertheless
'affect our well-being as they interfere with biogeor4 al gycling..

-I- 7
1 17
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Solid Waste. Solid waste is increasing, especially in urban areas (fig. 57).
Billions of tons are produced each year, and 'tllions of dollars are spent in col-
lecting and disposing of it. And disposing ofisolid waste is becoming more and
more difficskIt. Poorty designed landfills can pollute land, water, and air, and the
incineration of this material can contribute significantly to air pollution. Space is
often unavailable fox landfills near urban areas where huie quantities of trash
niust be disposed of each day. But the most serious and important aspects of dis-
posal by burning or burial are the drain on our mineral resources and the loss of
waste" land such as wetlands' and marshes.

Sewage. The treatment of wastes by rnost of our sewage treatment plants
involves only the primary or secondary phases or both. In primary systems,
solids are screened and sedimented from waste water and then burned or buried.
Secondary treatment consists of biological degradation of organic matter. The
cheapest secondary system is a shallow oxidation pond where algae provide the
aeration; 'mechanical aeration can speed up th process.

However, secondary treatment does not remove nutrients from sewage.
When nutrients, such as phosphorus and nitrogen, discussed previously under
"Some cycles run amuck," are transported back to natural Arenas, there must be
sufficient space and food chains to handle them or pollution will result.

The expensive tertiary or advancedtreatment includes the removal of
phosphates, nitrates, organics, and other substances. More and more interest is
being expressed in using terrestrial ecosystems as tertiary treatment systems.

119 *k.
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-Mon 58.1,- When too much heat, liberated into air or water, causes
adverse efftcts, it is a pallcitant..'

71

Messing up the flow of energy
Heat. In figure 58, the cooling towers of an atomic power plant dominate

the scene. Thisis appropriate because one of the greatest pollutants created by
human activities is heat

tiie learned earker that energy flovOnly in one direction through ecosys-
tems; each time it is transformed from one form to'another, or passes from one
organism to another, a portion of the energy is converted to heat and is dispersed
into space. The biosphere must tolerate this *at-. Too 'much heat produced in a
local Arena becomes a thermal ,pollutant.

Over cities, thermal iiWersions occur when heat radiates upward on clear
nights and the ground layer cools. Over valley cities, or when high-pressure air
masses stagnate over the city, the cool air layer is trapped by the warm air abov,i.
Gaseous pollutants (nitrogen oxides, sulfur dioxide, smog) collect in the cool al.r.
Th, thermal air pollution can augtnent the adverse effects of other air con-
taminants.

The most serious'thermal polluticfn stems from the use of water to cool
industrial installations, especially fossil fuel and nuclear generating plants.
Water taken from lakes, rivers, or estuaries to cool reactors is sprayed into the air
in cooling tqwers or is returned to the water body. If this water is too hot, it be-
comes a pollutant. Tremendous quantities of water are now used to cool power

.,plants, and it has been estimated that at least 25 percent of all fresh water flow
in. the United States will be used for this purpose by the year 2000.

I7
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Too much heat in aquatic Arenas can be harmfukto the living Players.

They can be:
ji] Killed directly by a swIden change in temperature.

Rendered suseeptible to parasites and diseases.
0 Starved for oxygen.
o Starved for food because lower levels of their food chains were destroyed..
o Disrupted in their patterns of migration.

Overall, aquatic ecosystems can be degraded as eutrophication is speeded

up, and as species composition changes to fewer and less desirable species.

the.picture on pages 144 and 145 shows an ideal system where we, as the central

Players of the Game of the Environment, have 4ttuned ourselves and our actions

to accommodate the Rules. Only a few df the myriad ways to improve the Game

are shownbut all of these methods are available noW or are easily within techno-

logical reach, and many of them are economically feasible (perhaps even

profitable).
This illustration provides a sharp contrast to those that precede it. It pre-

sents the view that cities will remain the focal points of human culture, and that

we will continue to dominate and exploit our environment. Hut it also points out

the hope that this exploitation will take place within the Rules that govern our

environment. 1 5
142
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IN VOUR FUTURE ENVIRONMENTAL ARENA
Compare the illustration on page144 with illustrations on pages 106,114, and 122;
list the similarities and differences befn this i11usti,a4-a..40 each of the others.

.
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VI. jmEmiaz

Figure 59. Solar power and wind are two of the most promising
sources of clean energy -We are just beginning to develop the tech-
niques rwee.%.%ary to generate electricity with large windmills (centcr
backgroutid) and to heat and cool buildings wall solar 'energy
(solar.collector pancls on and near buddnTs). The employment of
solar power for many other uses is being explored in research
programs around the world.
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ABIDING BY THE RIJI.ES

Energy

ai
AO"

^ -

4

!wt.

1.

The conservation of energy offers th greatest opportunity for playing the Game,
1

of the Environment well. But, to be effective, conservation must involve each of
us as individuals. It will be necessary for every person to make a sarong personal
commitment to conservation a commitment that may require rethinking and
perhaps reshaping of our personal lifestyles. Where appropriate, emphasis must
be on the development of mass transit and the production of small cars; on the
insulation of existingbuildings and the construction of new onesih watys that
conserve energy; and on the reorierRation of agricultural and industrial processes
that use less energy.

Along with these energy conservation practices we must embark on pro-
grams to develop alternate Sources of clean energy. Recent reports indicate that

ist
h wind and solar power (fig. 59) can produce much more of our energy needs

than had previously been suggested. While it is questionable whether nuclear
ftision will ever be a usable source of energy, only massive research will disclose
its feasibility.



Figure 60. While only cvneeptiOnalized in this illustration, strip
mitw reclatnathm (backgroundltills) will be an integral step in the
coal producMg prociss. As Our technologies imptove, we may be

able to actually ttutle 1Iw sues more productive than they were
originally
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r
Qur need forenerq can only increase, even iewe eliminate all wasteful

practices. And our need may outstrip any progress we pay make in-developing
. a

alternative sources. Singe strip mining tor coal win continue to increase, we must
ensure through reclamation practices (fig. 60) that the produstivity of land is
restored to as high a level as possible. And since we will continue to drill for oil
and buill pipelines in increasingly fragile Arenas, it is,important that we learn
from ate hard environmental lessons of the past liow to conduct these activities.

The absence of visiblestack emissions in the picture illustrating the land-
scape of the future on page 144 indicates that the cities 2.f.jilie future that survive

'will be those that have "cleaned up." Emissions from industrial and power gen-
erating plants that burn fossil fuels wik be reduced sharply as better ways to
remove particulates and noxiouS materPals are developed and as clean sources of
energy, such as solar, wind, tidal, and hydroelectric power, become relatively
more abundant. In certain circumstasnces, heated water from nuclear plants
could be beneficial' to ecosystems.. With wise planning, "thermal enrichment"
could be used to cultivate aquatic food species, to lengthen the existing seasons
for fishing and recreation, and to heat buildings, including greenhouses and do-
mestic water supplies. But these potential benefits must be weighed against the
potemial hazards of locating nuclear plants near population centers. In our future
Arena, the quality of life will be an important compoqent in the energy equatiojj.

1f59 149



Figure 61. Using finest.s and agritaainriii inm/A fin /Owl wakt .

treattnent not only purifies the water but alw recharges ;valev sup-
plic.i apd cycks nutrients.
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Material Cycling
Solid waste disposal systemslandfills, dumps, incineratorsalso are:conc.
spicuously absent in the picture on page 144 . In our city of the future (indee'd, 'in'

e

some European cities today) waste disposal will at last be coupled with reclarna-
tion. Nature's Rule that all essential materials must cycle within the system will
become a way of life, for no other reason than necessity. There is simply no re-
cqurse but to change td a system where the circular movement of materials
essential for our needs will be patterned after that of nature..

In our city of the future, it is likely that domestic and industrial solid
waste will be collected and transport6d to reclamation centers and separated into
combustibles and into metals and glass for recycling. The combustibles may be
burned to power the systemor perhaps they may be degraded to prodUce
methanOalso used for, power) and compost for city gardens and parks. It is quite
possible that the value of recovered materialSiwill offset the costs of collection and

4-
processing.

Sewage disposal systems will probably be linked directly to natural eco-
systems at least for tertiary phases of water treatment. Studies have demon-

,

strated thc feasibility of using fOrests and agricultural lands as recycling systems,
where nutrients are incorporated by the Producer Players before they can intrude
into waterways (fig. 61), and where water can be ret4rfed to recharge city
,aquifOrs. In the future, the forest:disposal'syster4s,will be cropped periodically to

vea"excess" nutrients and prevent the overfoacling of cycles.
,,.." The primary concern in recycling materials in the futurc is the enormous

energy that will be required to drive these cycles. The closing of the last mines of
Precious metals and industrial minerals wilt signal the end of our free ride. Just
as great expenditures of energy were required by nature to separate, concentrate,
and store mineral reserves eons ago, so, too, will we require great amounts of
(energy to repeatedly complete each phase of the cycle. 13ut when all costs (in-
cluding those of energy and environment) arc considered, recycling still uses less
energy than is used exploiting Virgin materialsi recycling also causes less air and
water pollution and generates less solid waste. Recycling is one of the basic eco-
logical Rules of the Game by which we must abide. a,

An abundant supply of energy will bscritical if we are to prevent cycles
from running amuck. And th'is presents a paradox becatise anticipated great in-
creases in the use of coal and shale oil, the most likely stopgap energy sources,
will result in great intrusions and disruptions of tho sulfur, nitrogen, and carbon
cyclescycles that already are ovcrrloaded.

, gi 151
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CAREFUL MANIPULATION OVECOSYSTEMS
The picture illustrating the manipulation of ecosystems on page 106 shows many
of our actions at their.worst. From the time we hay9 had the ways and means to
do so, we have ruined many of our ecosystems. Ancient., advanced civilizations
are no more; cities, cultural centers for centuries. lioforgotten in rinns; and once
fertile lands are-now deSertsprimarily because we mistreated our agricultural
Arenas.

Yet it must be reemphasized that these ecological disasters are not in-
evitable. There are many fine examples, especially in Europe. where land fanned
for thousands of years is still highly fertile and productive; where exceedingly
beautiful landscapes have been .preserved because of the interactions of people
and nature over centuries. What we have often thought of as "'natural" and pleas-

.,
mg is often the result of playing within the Rules of the Qame of the Environment
(fig. 62).

Figure 62. Diversity of land-use patterns and preservation of prinw
agrWuliiiral landspractices in accord with the Ride's of the Came.
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This does nut, mean that we should not ailipulate (air environment
that we should stand aside and allow ecological succession to proceed un-
hindered. But it does suggest thavwe shouldifeed,the lesson that successional
processes demonstrate. namely, that nature abhors a biotic vacuum. Following
disturbanm the natural tendency is to reestablish a viable, solar subsidized, sell-
perpetuating ecosystem. Among other things, this less-on demonsirates two
points: ( ) Succession usually results in ecological diversity and (2) energy is
required to hold successional processes in check.

in keeping with the first point, and as we discussed earlier, a diverse crop
system is usually a hedge against devastation by pests or climate. and a land-
seape With diverse vegetational and land-use patterns can be esthetically &sir-

.
abk. The second point suggests that we must realize and accept the fact that
great energy subsidies will be required to grow low-diversity crops to hold back
succession. (In nature, succession is held in check by energy subsidies such as
fire, insect defoliation, wind, and flood.) As supplies of fossil fuel wane, it will .

'be imperative that top priority.be given to using them for subsidizing ecosystems-
that pwducc food.
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. Of necessity, land-use policies must soon become alined With ecological.
principles. lit no longer will be possible for urban sprawl to gobble up more than a
million acres of prime agricultural land each year as it does now. Several European
countries have led the way in preserving their.agricultural land base; a number of

.,

our own States are considering legislation which would empower them to pur-

chase agrictiltural land outright or to purchase the developmental rights. It is
hoped that enlightened spcieties will enact these necessary policies long befoxe
theenergy runch does it eor them.

%In our future Aren1 , he.sea itself will no longer be regarded as our infinite
aurnprng ground. The globa ature of the sea (as with the air of the biosphere)
will demand international approaches to the rnbnitoringand contrOl of pollution, ,
and to the exploration and the exploitation of the sea's mine.rals, energy reserves,

'and fisheries.
..,' Prockictive natural ecosystems will be highly priied for their contributions
to our Well-being, and they will be protected against destructipn. The salt marsh
and estuary "nyrseries" of our natural fisheries will be recognized and treated as
na,tiOnal assets (fig. 63). -Many states have enacted legislation to protect theft-
coastal wetlands from large-scale, destructive activt ities.

Earthmanship will succeed only when the entire biosphere is treated as a
.

,single unit, when all'actions, no ma-tter how small, are in accord with the Rules of
the Game. As the doininant ''t, er'S of the Game of the Environinent, our ultimate
challenge Will be to change from a pioneer Grand Exploiter to an enlightened and
benevolent Steward of our environment. We have always had the capacity to do
so. We pow have the necessary rnotiv4tion to do sosurvival.

A

IN YOUR ENVIRONMENTAL ARENA
El List the Ways in which Your community could improve its Gamesmanship.in
' living within the Rules.
E [low would your lifestyle ,haye to change?

-11] What actions would herequired to improve the Game? By whQm?
ri In what ways would-it be-Tore costly to live in your improved community?

In what ways would it he less Costr.
155



'The Forest Service has developed a package of maierials to help you better
understand environmental relationships. The package, Investigating YouryEnviron nt, contains lesscin plans and an approach for studying water, ,

animals, orest, and people-produced communities. You may obtain a cop by
f

writing to: U.S. Department of Agricukure,Torest Service, Office of Info/1T1ation ,

Environmental Education, Roorrf3235, P.O. Box.2417, Washington, D 20013:
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1

GLOSSARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL TERMS

A.

ABIO'l IC: . Nonliving.
ABSORPTION: The process of taking inorganic salts, in solution, into root hairs
from soil water by rnosis. In pollution control, absorption is the dissolving of a
soluble gas, present in an emission, in aliquid, from which it can be extracted.
ABYSSAL ZONE: .The area of the bottom waters of the ocean depths.
ACCLIMATION: The physiological and behavioral adjustments.of an organism
to changes in its immediate eivironment.
ACID PitECIPITATION: Snow or-ralin with a pH. lue of less than 5.6.

"ACTINOMYCETES-: Small filarnentous forms of bacteria that have some of the
morphological characieristics of fungi. These organisms are imponant decorn,
posers.
ADAPTION: A change in the structure or habit of an orginism that enables it
to better adjust to the environment.
ADVANCED WASTE TREATMENT: Waste water treatment beyond the sec-
ondary or biological stage that includes removal of nutrients such as phosphorus
.and nitrogen, and a high percentage of suspended solids. Advanced waste treat-
Tent, known a&tertiary treatment, is the "polishing'stage of waste water .

treatment; it produces a high-quality effluent..
AEROBIC: Refers to life or processes that can occur only in the presence of
oxygen.
AEROSOL:- A s spension of liquid or soliciparticles in the air.
AGRICULTUR POLLUTION: The liquid andyolid wastes from all types of
farming, including runoff from anfinal waste dispkiSal areas'and the
land used for livestock and crop production; erosion and dust from plowing;
aninial manure and carcasses; and crop residues and debris.
AIR MONITORING: See monitoring.
AIR POLLUTION: The farcscrice of contaminants in the air in concentrations
that prevent the normal dispersion'of substances by.the air, and that interfere
directly or indirectly with our health, safety, or comfort.
AIR POLLUTION EPISODE: Abnormally high concentrations of air pollutants,
usually due to low winds and tempgrature inversion, and accompanied by an .

increase in illneSs and death. See inversion.
AIR QUALITY CRITERIA: The levels of pollution and lengths of exposure at
which adverse effects on health and Nielfare occur..
AIR QUALtTY STANDARDS: As prescribed by law, the level of pollutants in
the oulside air that cannot be exceeded during a specified time in a specified
geographical area.
ALGA (Algae): Simple, one- to many-celled plants capable of carrying on
photosynthesis.
AMBIENT AIR: Any unconfined pOrtion of the atmosphere; ale outside air.
ANAEROBIC: Refers to life or processes that occur in the absenc'e of oxygen.

S.
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AQUACULTURE: The growing ("farming") of plants or animals in-or under the
seas, lakes, ponds, rivers, or other water bodies.
AQUATIC PLANTS: Plants that grow in water; includes those that float on the
surface, grow u from the bottom of the body of water; or grow under the surface
of th-watr.
AQUIFER\.. An underground bed or stratum of earth, gravel,,or porous stone
that contains water.
ASSIMILATION: Conversion or incorporation of absorbed nutrients into proto-
plaim. Also refers to the ability of a body of water to purify itself of organic
pollution.
ATMOSPHERE: The gaseous envelope of air that surrounds the eartnd is
held to it by the force,Of gravity.

. ATTRITION: Wearing or grinding down by friction. One of the three basic
processes that contribute to air pollution; the others are vaporization and
combustion. ,
AUTOTROPHIC ORGANISMS (Autotrophs): Self-nourishing: denotes those
organisms capable of constructing organic matter from inorganic substances.
See Producers.

B.

BACTERIA: Single-celled mic'roorganisms.that lack .chlorophyll. Some bacteria
aricapable of causing human, animal, or plant diseases; others are essential
because they break down organic matter in the air and in the water. With fungi,

. .

they comprise the decomposer level of food chains.
BATHYAL ZONE: The open water zone in an ocean below the level where light
penetrates.
BENTIIIC REGION: The' bottom of a body of water. This'region supports the
berVos, a type of Iife that rlot only lives upon but also contributes to the charac-
ter of the bottom.
BENTHOS: The plant a,nd animal life whose habitai the bottom of a sea,
lake, or river.
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMAND (BOD): A measurefof the amount of oxy-
gen consumed in the biological processes that break down organic matter in

water. Large amounfs of organic waste use up large amounts of dissolved oxygen;
thus the greater the degree of pollution, the greater the BOD.
BIODEGRADABLE: ;The proces's of decomposing as a result of the action of
microorganisms.
BIOGEOCII EM ICA I.. CYCLES: The mechanisms by which essential and non-
essential materials move through the biosphere to be used over and over again.
BIOLOGICAL CONTROL: A method of controlling pests by introduced or
naturally occurrhig predatory organisms, sterilization, or the use of inhibiting
hormones rather than by mQchariical or chemical means.
BIOLOGICAL MAGNIFICATION: Buildup in the concentration of substances
in successively higher levels of the food chain.
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BIOLOGICAL OXIDATION: The process bY winch bacteria and other Micro-
organisms feed on complex organic materials and decompose them. Self-purifi-
cation of waterways and activated sludge and trickling-filter waste water treat-
ment processes depend on this principle. This process is also called biochemical
oxidation.
BIOMASS: The tdtal weight (mass) of all living matter in a particular habitat
or area.
BIOME: The complex of comMunities maintained by the climate of the region
and characterized by a distinctive type of vegetation. The biomes of North America
include the tundra, the desert, the eastern deciduous forest, the'prairie, the
northern boreal forest, and the western coniferous forests.
BIOSPHERE: The portion of the earth and its atmosphere capable of support-
ing life.
BIOTA: All species of plants and animals that occur within a certain area.
BIOTIC: Living.
BLOOM: A proliferation of living algae or other aquatic plants.on the surface
of lakes or ponds. Blooms are frequently stimulated by phosphate enrichment.
BOD: See biochemical oxygen demand.
BOG: A wetland that is formed in a former glacial lake by the accumulation of
organic matter. Peat often accumulates to a depth of 40 feet.
BREEDER: A nuclear reactor that produces, from nonfissiOnable uranium-238,
at least as much fissionable Material (such as plutonium-239 or thorium) as is
needed for the chain reaction, and usually more.

C.
4

CALORIE (GRAM CALORIE): The amount of ene'rgy required to raise the
temperature of 1 gram (g) of water 1°C.
CARBON DIOXIDE (C92): A colorless, odorless, nonpoisonous gas that is a
normal part of the ambient'air. CO2 is a product of fossil fuel combustion; some
researchers have theorized that an excess of CO2 raiSes mospheric temperatures.
CARBON MONOXIDE (CO): A solorjess, odorless, highly toxic gas that is a
normal 1-yproduct of incomplete fossil fuel.combust ion. CO, one of the major air
pollutants, can be harmful in small quantities' if breathed vex a certain period
of time.
CARNIVORES: Organisms'that eat animals,
CARRYING CAPACITY: The maximum number of living things that can he.
suPported indefinitely by a given ecosystem.
CELLULOSE: A chemical substance that forms the walls of plant cells; the
woody part of trees and plants. Its formula is (C6111 o05)n.
CHILLING EFFECT: The lowering of the earth's temperature due to the in-
crease of atmospheric particulates that inhibit penetration of the sun's energy.
CLIMATE: The kind of weather a place has over a period bf years, based on
conditions of heat arid cold, .moisture and dryness, clearness and cloudiness,
wind and calm.
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SCHLORINATED H O CARBONS: A class of generally long-lasting, broad-
spectrum insecticides of which the best known is DDT, first used fOr insect con-
trol during World War II. Similar compounds include aldrin, dieldrin, heptachlor,
chlordane, lindane, endrin, mirex, benzene hexachloride (BHC), and toxaphene. '
The qualities of persistence and effectiveness against a variety of insect pests '
were long regarded as highly desirable in agriculture, public health, and home

uses. But research has revealed that these same qualities may represent a poten-
tial hazard by accumulating in the food chain and persisting in the environment.

CHRONIC: Marked by long duration or frequent recurrence, as a disease.

CLEARCUTTING: Removing ari entire stand of timber from a forest area.
CLIMAX COMMUNITY: A relatively stable community that appears to per-
petuate itself in the absence of disturbance.
COASTAL ZONE: Coastal waters and adjacent lands that exert a measurable
influence on the uses of the sea and its ecology. -

,1

COLIFORM INDEX: ; An index of the purity of water based on a count of its

coliform bacteria.
COLIFORM ORGANISM: Any of a number of organisms commol to the intes-

.

tinal tract of humans and animals, and whose presence in waste water is an
indicator of pollution and of potentially dange r us contamination.
COMBUSTION: Burning. Technically, a rapi xidation accompanied by the
release of energy in the form of heat and light. it is one of the three basic factors
that cordribute to air pollution; the others are attrition and vaporization.

COMMUNITY: The group of populations occupying a particular habitat or area.

COMPOST: Relatively stable decomposed organic material.
COMPOSTING: A controlled process of degrading organic matter by micro-

organisms. ( I ) 'Mechanical: a method in which the compost is continually and
mechanically mixed and aerated. (2) Ventilated cell: compost is mixed and aerated
by being dropped through a vertical series of ventilated cells. (3) Windrow: an
open-air method in which cornpostable material is placed in windrows, piles, or

ventilated bins or pits and is occasionally turned or mixed. The process may be

aerobic or anaerobic.
CONDENSATION: The process whereby water is chanfed from a gas (water

vapor) to a riquid. .

CONSUMERS: Organisms that live off others. Usually triey are classified as pri-

mary-consumers (herbivores), secondary consumers (carnivores), and micro-

consumers (decomposers).
COOLING TOWER: A device that removes excess heat from water used in
industrial operations, usually in electric power generation.
CULTURAL EUTROPHICATION: Acceleration by human action of the natural

aging process of bodies of water.
CYCLING: ce Bi ,eochemical Cycling.

r qsm
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p.

DDT: The first of the modern chlorinated hydrocarbon insecticides whose
chemical.na# is 1, 1, 1-trid&ro-2,.2-bis (p-chloriphenyl)-ethane. It has a half-
life of 15 years, and its residues.can become concentrated in the fatty tissues of
certain organisms, ewecially fish. Because of its persistence in the environment
.and its ability to accurnulate and magnify in the food chain, EPA banned the reg-
istration:and interstate sale of DDT for nearly all uses in the United States, effec-
tive December 31, 1972.

,._DECOMPOSERS: Bacteria and fungi that chemically degrade (rot or decay)
"7..organic matter.

DECOMPOSITION: Reduction of the net energy level and change in chemical
composition of organic matter due to the actions of aerobic or anaerobic micro-
organisms.
DEFOLIATION: Removal of leaves from plants.
DESALINIZATION: Removal of salt from seawater or brackish water.
DETERGENT: Synthetic washing agent that, like soap, lowers the surface ten-
sion of water, emulsifies oils, and holds dirt in suspension..Environmentalists
have criticized the use of detergents because most have large amounts of pkios-
phorus-containing compounds that contribute tO the eutrophicationof waterways.
DETRITUS: The-particulate organic matterincluded in the decomposition of
dead material.
DETRITUS FOOD CHAIN: The transfer of energy from one food (trophic) level
to another by deeomposers.
'DIATOMS: Any of numerous microscopic, unicellular aquatic algae that have
hard shells composed mostly of silica.
.DIGESTION: The biochemical decomposition of organic matter. The digestion
of sewage sludge takes place in tanks where the sludge decomposes; this results
.in partial gasification, liquefaction, and mineralization.of pollutants.
DILUTION RATIO: The ratio of the, volume of water of a stream to the volume
of incoming waste. The capacity of a stream to assimilate waste iS partially de-
pendent upon the dilution ratio.
DISINFECTION: Effective killing by chemiCal or physical processes of all or-
ganisms capable of causing infectious disease. Chlorination is the disinfection
method commonly used in sewage treatment.
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (DO): The oxygc:m dissolved in water or sewage. Ade-
quately dissolved oxygen is necessary for the survival of fish and otheraquatic
organisms and for the prevention of offensive odors. Low concentrations of dis-
solved oxYgen generally are caused by the discharge of excess organic solids that
have high BOD the result of inadequate waste treatment.
DIVERSITY OF ORGANISMS: Biological complexity (the number of species)
of an ecosystem. In many instances, the ecosystem becomeS more stable as
diversity increases.



DREDGING: A method for deepening streams, swamps, or coastal waters by
scraping and removing solids from the bottom. The resulting mud is usually de-
posited in marshes in a process called filling. Dredging and filling can disturb
natUral ecological cycles. For example, dredging can destroy oyster beds and other
aquatic life; filling can destroy the feeding and breeding grounds for many fish
species.
DUM13. A land site where solid waste is disposed of in a manner that usually
does not protect the environment.
DUST: Fine-grain prticulate matter that is capable of being suspended in the air.
DYSTROPHIC LAKES: Lakes between eutrophic and swamp stages of aging.
Such lakes are shallow and have high humus content, high organic matter content,
low nutrient availability, and high BUD:

E.

ECOLOGICAL IMPACT: The total effect of an er\vironmental change, either
.natural or human-caused, on the ecology of the area.
ECOLOGICAL SUCCESSION: The changes, over time, in the structure and
function of an ecosystem. Primary sruccession ,occurs on sites where no previous
vegetation existed (bare sand); secOndary succession oceurs on sites that sUp-
ported vegetation previouslY (abandoned fields).
ECOLOGY: The interrelationships of living things to one another and to their
environment,,or.t.he study of these interrelationships.
ECOSYSTEM: The interacting system of a biological community and its non-
living environment; also, the place where these interactions occur.
EFFLUENT: A discharge of pollutants into the environment, partially or com-
pletely treated or in their natural'state; usually refers to diseharges into water.
EMISSION: Usually refers to dischr rges in air. See effluent.
EMISSION STANDARD: The maximu kgal amount of a pollutant\hat can be
'discharged from a single mobile or station ry source.
ENERGY: The capacity t4o work.
ENERGY FLOW: The one-way passage (transfer) of energy through an e -o-
system.
ENERGY PYRAMID: Passage of energy from one trophic level to another. Be-
cause much energy is lost as heat (80 to 90 percent) in each transfer, the shape of
the energy pyramid is always "right side up."
ENRICIIMENT: The addition of nitrogen, phosphorus, and carbon compounds
ti-4-)ther nutrients into a lake or other waterway that greatly increases the growth
potential for algae and other aquatic plants. Most frequently, enriehment results.
from the inflow 61 sewage effluent or from runoff ,from farmlands.
ENVIRONMENT: The sum of all external conditions and influences that affect
the development and, ultimately, the survival of an organism.
EPILIMNION: The warm, less dense toplayer in a stratified lake.
EROSION: The wearing away of the land surface by widd or water. Erosion
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occurs naturally from weather or runoff, but it is often intensified by our land-
clearing practices.
ESTUARY: An area where freshwater meets saltwater; for example, a bay,
mout l of a river, salt marsh, or lagoon. Estuaries are delicate ecosystems; they

iservo s nursery, spawning, and feeding grounds for a large roup of marine life,
and they provide shelter and food for birds and wildlife.
EUTROPHICATION: The normally slow aging process by lwhich a lake evolves
into a bog or marsh and ultimately assumes a completely tet*estrial state and dis-
appears. During eutrophication, the lake becomes so rich in nutritive corn-
poundsespecially phosphorusthat algae and other microscopic plant life be-
become superabundant, thereby "choking" the lake and causing it to dry up.
Eutrophication may be accelerated by many hunfan activities.
EUTROPHIC LAKE: A shallow lake that is choked by weeds at the edge and
very rich in nutrients. The water is characterized by large amounts of algae, low
water transparency, low dissolved oxygen, and high BOD.
EUTROPHIC ZONE: The surface layer of water bodies where light penetrates;
the zone where photosynthesis ocqurs.
EVAPORATION: The process whereby water is changed from a liquid to a

,

gaseous state (water vapor).

F.

FALLOUT: ThAvradioactive particles or dust.that fall to the earth after an atoMic
,.

explosion. Falloff may be assumed.alwaYs to be dangerously radioactive.
FEEDLOT: A confined space where large numbers of livestock are fattened for
slaughter. Although an economical method of fattening beef, a feedlot colleen-
trates a large amount of animal wastes in a small area. Excrement cannot be
handled by the soil on a feedlot as it can on an open range where cattle are scat-
tered. Runoff from feedlot's also contributes excessive quantitieS offtlitrogen,
phosphorus, and potassium to nearby waterways, thus contributing to eutrophi-
cation.
FILLING: The process of dellositing dirt and mud in marshy areas, often to
create more land for real estateLdevelopm'ent. Filling can disturb natural eco-
logical cycles. See Dredging.'
FILTRATION: In waste water t'reatrnent, the mechanical process that removes
particulate matter by sOtmrating water from solid material, usually by passing it
through sand.
FINITE RESOURCES (Nonrenewable): Resources such as minerals and fossil
fuels that exist as fixed, depletOle supplies.
FIRST LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS: The law that states that while energy
can be transformed from orie type to another, it can neither be created nor
destroyed.
FISSION: The process by which neutrons and energy are released when the
nucleus of a heavy element (uranium-235, plutonium-239) splits into nuclei
(usually two) of lighter ele.ments.
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FIXATION: The prOcess of making stable by deereasing or destroying volatility,
fluidity, etc.
FLOOD PLAIN: A lowland fringing a watercourse. It serves a valuable function
by containing large volurnes of water in times of flood. Development on flood
plains, therefore,.is considered unwise.
FOOD CHAIN: The transfer of food energy from organisms in one trophic level
to those in another. There are two pat ways or "circuits":'the grazing food chain
and the detritus fooa chain.
FOOD WEB: The complex and interlocking series of food chains.
FOREST: A large area of land covered with trees.
FOSSIL FUELS: Coal, oil, and natural gas; called fossil fuels because they are
derived from the remains of ancient plant and animal life.
FUNGI: Small, often microscopic plants without chlorophyll. Some fungi infect-
and cause disease in plants or animals; other fungi are useful in stabilizing sew-
age or in breaking down wastes for compost.
FUNGIeIDE: A pesticide chemical that kills fungi or prevents them from caus-
ing diseases, usually on plants of economic importance. See Pesticide.
FUSION: The process by which energy is released when, nuclei of light elements
combine to form the nucleus of a heavier element.

G.

GAME FISH: Those species'& fish sought by sports fishermen; fcir example,
salmon, trout, black bass, and striped bass..Game fish are usually more sensitive
to environmental changes .and the degradation of water qualitY than "rough fish."
GASEOUS CYCLE: Biogeochemical cycles in which the primary reservoir is the
atmosphere.
GASIFICATION: The proCessing of coal to produce synthetic natural gas (SNG).
GENERATOR: A device that converts mechanical energy into electrical energy.
GEOTHERMAL ENERGY: Energy derived from the heat of the earth's interior.
GRAZING FOOD CHAIN: Transfer of food energy from plants to aniinals, ex-
cluding the actions of decomposers.
GREEN BELT: An arL where building is restricted; it often serves as a buffer
between sources of pollution and concentrations of population.
GREEN.HOUSE EFFECT: The heating effect of the atmosphere upon the earth.
Light waves from ihe sun pass through the air and are absorbed by the earth. The
earth then reradiaWd this energy as heat waves that are absorbed by the air, specif-
icailly by carbon dioxide. The air thus behaves like glass in a greenhouse, allow-
ing the passage of light but not heat. Many scientists believe that an increase in
the atmospheric concentration of CO2 can eventually cause an increase in the
earth's surface temperature.
GROUNDWATER: The supply of freshwater under the earth's surface in an
aquifer or soil that forms the natural reservoir for use by humans.
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GROUNDWATER RUNOFF: Groundwater that is diScharged into a strearil chan-
nel as spring or seepage water.

.HABITAT: The sum of environmental conditions of a specific place that is oc-
cupied by an organism, a population, or a crommunity.
HALF-LIFE: The-time it takes certain materials such as persistent pesticides
or radioactive isotopes to lose half their strength. 'For example, the half-life of
DDT is 15 years; the half-life of radium is 1,580 years.
HAZARDOUS AIR POLLUTAIV: According tca law, a pollutant,to which no
ambient air'quality standard iskpplicable ,. and that may cause or contribute to
an increase in death or in serious illness. Asbestos, beryllium, and mercury have
been declated,hazardous air pollutants.
HEAT ISLAM? EFFECT: An adverse atmospheric condition that is peculiar to
cities. Tall buildings, heat from pavements, and concentrations of pollutants c e-
ate a "dome" of haze that prevents rising hot air from being cooled at its nori4l
rate. A self-contained circulation system is put into motion that can be broken by
-relatively strong winds. If such winds arc absent, the heat island can trap hig
concentrations of pollutants iand cauea serious health hazard.
HEAVY METALS,: MetalliC elements with high molecular weights; in I.ow co
centrations, generally toxicoto plant and animal life. Such metals are often resid
in the environment, and they are biologically accumulative. Examples include
mercury, chromium, cadmium, arsenic, and lead.
HERBICIDE: A pesticide chemical used to destroy or eontrol the growth of
weeds, brush, and other undesirable plants. 'See Pesticide:
HERBIVORE: An organism that feeds on vegetation.
HETEROTROPHIC ORGANISM (Heterotrophs): Organism that depends on
organic matter for food. Includes all animals and some plants.
HUMUS: Decomposeti material that is a highly complex mixture of organic and
inorganic substances.
HYDROCARBONS: A vast family of compounds containing carbon and h. dro-
gen, found especially in fossil fuels. Sornr hydrocarbons are major air pollutants,
some may be carcinogenic, others contribute to photochemical smog.
HYDROELECTRIC POWER: Electricity ,;enerated by turbines that operate by
water flow.
HYDROGEN SULFIDE (HA): A gas, made up of hydhlgen and sulfur, that has
an odor characteristic of rotten eggs. It is emitted in the natural decomposition
of organic matter, and, it is the natural accompaniment of advanced stages of
eutrophication. II2S is also a byproduct of refining activity and the combustion of
oil during power plant operations. In heavy concentrations, it tan cause illness, .

HYDROSPHERfi: The water portion of the earth, including water vapor.
HYPOLIMNION: The loAver depths of a lake below the thermocline..

'745
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I.

INCINERATION: A controlled process by which solid, liquid, or Vaseous com-
bustible wastes are burned and changed into gases; the residue contains little or
no combustible material.
INFILTRATION: The flow of a fluid into a substance thrOugh pores or small
openings; CommonlyuSed in hydrology to denote the flow of water into soil

material.
INFRARED: The part of the invisible spectrum whose wavelenghs are longer
than those of the red part of the visible Spectrum. Most of the heat from sunlight
is from infrared rays.
INGESTION: The act of takinefood and water, etc,, into.the body Tor digestion.
INTEGRATED PEST 'CONTROL: A system of managing pegts by biological,
cultural, and chemical means.
INTERTIDAL ZONE: The zone along the shore between high and low tides
(littoral zone).
INVERSION: An atmospheric condition w.here a layer of cool air iS trapped by
an upper layer of warm air. Inversions spread polluted air horizontally rather '
than vertically so that contaminating substanees cannot be widely dispersed. An
inversion of several days can cause an air pollution "episode.!'
ISOTOPE: A variatIon Of an element having the same atomic ntkmber as the
element itself, but having a different atomic weight becatise of a different nufnber
of neutrons. Differetit isotopes of the same element have different radioactive
behavior.

K.-L.

KILOCALORIE: Unit of energy equal to 1,000 calories.
LAGOON: In waste Water treatment, a shallow pond, usually not.natural,

,
where sunlight., bacterial action, an'd oxygen interact to restore waste water to a

,

reasonable state of purity.
LAKE: A large body of water entirely or nearly surrounded by land. Lakes dif-
fer from ponds chiefly in size, but this carries with ifprofound changes in all the
principal factors of environment light, temperature, and dissolved gases
with their effects upon nutrition.
LANDFILL: A place where solid waste is dumped. See Sanitary Landfilling.

LEACHING: The process bv which soluble materials in soil such as nutrients,
pesticide chemicals, and coptaminants are washed into a lower layer of soil, or

are dissolved and carried away by water.
LEAD: A heavy metal that may be hazardous to health if breathed or i.ngested.

LIFE CYCLE.: The phases, changes, or stages through which an organ,i,sm
passes during its lifetiMe.
LIGNIN: The kganic substance that holds together the individual fibers of

wood.
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LIMITING FACTOR: Factors such as temperature, light, water, and nutrients
that limit the ability of an organism to grow and survive.
LIMNITIC ZONE: In lakes, the open-water region that supports plankton and
fiskas the principal Producers and Consumers..
LIMNOLOGY: The study of the physical, chemical, meteorological, and bio-

.
logical aspects of fresh water.
LITTORAL ZONE: The area on or near the shore of a water body. In the ocean,
this area is called the intertidal zone.

M.

MACROCONSUMERS: Organisms, chiefly animals, which ingest other organ-
isMs or particulate organic matter.
MACRONUTRIENTS:. Chemicals required by organisms in relatively large
quantities. Carbon, oxyg'en, hydrogen, and nitrogen are'examples.,
MARSH: A low-lying tract of soft wetland that provides an important ecosys-
tem for a variety of plant and animal life; but that often is destroyed by dredging
and filling. Trees andshrubs are absent. 6

'MEGALOPOLIS: A large continuous urban bek formed by a number of cities
that adjoin each other..
MERCURY: A heavy metal, highly toxic if breathed or ingested. Mercury is
residual in the environment, and it accumulates in aquatic organisms, especially
fish and shellfish. Chronic exposure to airborne mercury can seriously affect the
central ner.vous system. ,

METHANE: Colorless, nonpoisonous, and flammable gaseous hydrocarbon.
Methane (CH4) is emitted by marshes and by dumps undei-going anaerobic
decomposition.
MICROCONSUMERS: See DecornpoSers. 4

MICRONUTRIENTS: Chemicals required by organisms in small quantitics.
Included in this group are copper, nickel, and magnesium.
MICROORGANISM (Microbes): , Mieroscopic organisms including bacteria,
.yeasts, fungi, some algae, and protozoans.
MONITORING: Periodic or continual determination of the amount of pollut-
ants or radioactive contamination in the cnyironMent.
MONOCULTURE: The growing of a single species to the exclusion of others On
a large area of land..
MULCH:. .A layer of wood chips, dry leaves, straw, hav,.plastic strips, or other
'material placed on the soil around plants to retain moisture, to prexcnt weeds
from growing, and 'to enrich soil..
MUTATION: The process of .change in the genetic material that diitermines the
characteristics of a species. Wh n caused_by chemiCals, mutations are usually
deleterious.

Wk.
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NATURAL GAS: ,A fuel gas that occurs naturally in certain geologic formtions.
Natural gas is usually a combustible mixture of methane and hydrocai-bons.
NATURAL SELECTION: The process by which the organisms bçst a4pted to
iheir environment survive and those less well/adapted are eliminated. i

44.

NICHE: Tfle ecological role played by organisms. Also refers to specific places
where indiVidual organisms can live (spatial niche).
NITRIC OXIDE (NO): A gas formed in great part from atmospheric nitrogen

4

and oxygen When coMbustion takes place undeithigh temperature and high
pressure, as in internal combustion engines. NO itself is not a pollutant; how-, _

ever, in the ambient air, it converts to nitrogen dioxide, a major contributor tQf

photochemical smog.
NITROGEN DIOXIDE (NO2): A compound produced by the oxidation Of nitric
oxide in the atmosphere; a major contributor to photochemical smog.
NITROGEN FIXATION: The process by which some bacteria and algae convert
atmospheric nitrogen into nitrates.

. NITROGENOUS WASTE: Waste of tglirnal or plan origin ._that Oontains a
signifitant concentration of nitrogen.
NO: A notation meaning oxides of nitrogen. See Nitric Oxide.
NONRENEWABLE RESOURCES: See Finite Resources.
NUCLEAR,POWER PLANT: Any device, machine, or assembly that converts
nuclear energy into some fdrrii of useful power, such a's mechanical or electrical
-power. In a nuclear electric power plant, heat produced by a reactor is genrally
usecl to make steantto drive a turbine that, in turn, drives an electric generator.
.NUCLIDE: An atomic species in which all atoms have.the sarne atomic number
and mass number; an .indivil atom in such d specios..
NUTRIENTS: Elements or compounds essential as raw.materials (building
blocks) for the growth and development of an organism; for example, carbon,
oxygen, nitrogen, and phosphorus..See Macronutrient and Micronutrient.

OIL SHALE: Fine-grain shale rock impregnated With natural hydrocarbons,.'
OIL SPILL: The discharge of oil into oceans, bays, or inland waterways.
Methods.oficontrolling oil spills include chemical dispersion, combustion,
mechanical containment, and absorption.
OLIGOTROPHIC LAKE: A.deep lake that has a low supply of nutrients and 1.
thus contains little organic matter.Such lakes are characterized by high water
transparency and high dissolved oxygen.
OMNIVORES: Organisms that eat animals and plants.
ORGANIC: Referring to or derived from lfying organisms. In chemistry, any
compound containing carbon.
ORGANISM: Any living human, plant, or animal.
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ORGANOPHOSPHATES: A gr.oup of pesticide chernirals, containing phos-
.phorus: that ire used to control insects. These compounds are short-live nd,
therefore, do not usually contaminate the environment. However, organoPhos-

,

phates such as parathion are extremely toxic when initially appliea End exposure
to thern can interfere with the normal processes of the nervous systerh, causing
convulsions and eventually death. Othei- organophosphates such as malathion
are lo.. 'n toxicity and relatively safe for humans and afumalsmalathion is a

t>-44,
corn gredient n hodSehold insecticides.
OU F The mouth of a sewer, drain, or conduit where effluent is discharged
into a of water.
OXIDANT: Any oxygen-eontaining substanceithat reacts chemically in the air
to produce niw substances. Oxidants are prirnarycomponents of photochemical
'smog. s

OXIDATION: The'combining of ;gen with an'other element to form one or,'
more new substances. Burningis one kind ofloxidation. Organic 'matter is
oxidized by the action of aerobic bacteria.
OXIDATION POND: A eqnstr'ucled lake or pond in which organic wastes are
reglifed bybacterial action. OxYgen'often is injected into the pond to speed the
process.
OZONE (0:3),...,_A pungent, cologless, toxic gas. Ozone is a cornponent of photo-
cliemical smog and is considered a majOr, air pollutant.. . 0 e

OZONE LAYER: A layer of ozone in the high atmosphere that protects, life.on
earth by filterirfg out lethal ul,traviolO,t radiation.

P. a

PAN Perokyavyl nitrate, apolfutant created by the actioe of sunlight on
hydrocarbons and nitr ) c)xides in the aitN. PAN's are an integral part of photo-

...chejrical smog.
.PARTICULATE: diVided.solid or litluid particle in the pir or in an
ernission%articulates inc14 dust,.smoke; fumes, mist, spray, drid fog.
PATHOGEN: Any organism that inciteA\lisease.
PATHOL;ENIC: Inciting:or capable of iriciting disease.
PCB's: Nychlorinated biphenyls, a groin) of organic compuunds ised in the

-4,mair*ctUre of plastic's. In theenvironment, PCB's have many of t.1.1 same
,cha'racteristics as DIY11.:and, thcraore av he, Gonfusedwit h 'that p sticide. PC'B's
are highly"toxtc t -iquatic lif,e, they pc st.ip the' environmem fe>r ongjinods of
ti,me, and:they i*e biologically ,accumu
PRCOls.ATION: h)ownwal,d flow or in iltintion of t irough thepores or
spaees of rock or soil. .r,
pES armful or noxiowfinsects, microorgailisms, weeils, Or animals.

E: 'An agent.usc;d'Io.corttrol p'ests, Thi s. oan be an iroeqcille for use
ag4in trful in.sects; aherbiricsif foe, w6ed control: fingicide for coo.trol of

, .

plant dise.aAlet.s; a rodenticide for kiJrgrat and Lee; a gerinicide used i.i\ disin-
,

fectAnts; an algaecide, or a sliinlcide.kne pesticide's c t ' t t. . .an,..on amina e wa et, an ,
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or soil, and can accumulate in humans, animals, zikid the environment if misused.
Some of these chemicals also interfere with the reproductive processesqf preda-.
tory birds and possibly other aninials.
pH: A measure of the acidity or alkalinity of a material; liquid, or solid. pH is
represented on a scale of 0 to 14; 7 represents a neutral state; 0 represents,the
most acid, and 14, the most alkaline.
PHENOLS: A group of organic compounds that" in very low concentrations

.produce a foul taste or odor in water. In higher concentrations, they are toxic to
- aquatic life. Phenols are byproducts of petroleum refining; tanning; and textile,

dye, and fea manufacturing proc'esses. $

PHOSPHORUS: An element that, while essential to life, Contributes to the
eutrophication of lakes and other bodies of water.
PHOTOCHEMICAL OXIDANTS: Secondary pollutants formed by the action
of sunlight on the oxides'of nitrogen and hydrocarbons itio the air; they are the
primary contributors to photochemical smog.
PHOTOCHEMICAL SMOG: Air pollution associated with oxidants rather than
with sulfur oxides or particulates; 'smog causes necrosis, chlwsis, and growth
alteration in plants, and is an éye and respiratory irritant in humans.

PHOTOSYNTHESIS: The process by which chlorophyll-bearing (green) plarcts

combine carbon dioxide and water in the preSence of,light energy to form sugars;
it is the conversion of light energy to potential 'chemical energy of food, Oxygen is
released in the process.
PHYSIOGRAPHY: ehysial geography. -

PHYTOPLANKTON: The plant portion of plankton.
PLANKTON: The often microscoc floating or weakly swimmingplant and
anirhal life in a body of wafer.
POLLUTANT: Any introduced gas, liquid, or solid that makes-a resource unfit

for a,specific purpose.
POLLUTION: The presence of matter or energy whose nature, location, or

quantity produces und6sirable environTental effects.

POND: A body of still water smaller than a lake. ,

POTABLE WATER: Water suitable for drinking or cooking.
PRECIPITATION: Water from the atmosphere that falls to the ground as rain,

snow, sleet, or hail...
PREDATOR: Organisms that live by preying on other organisms. Predators are

at or near the tops of food chains.
PREY: Organ iSlits that serve as food for prqdators.
PRfklARY TREATMENT: 'The first stage in waste water treatrnent'in which

91. nearly all floating or settleable solids are mechanically removed by screening and.

se'dimentation.
4

'PRODUCERS: Green plants that synthesixe their own Organic Compounds
from Inorganic Substaiiccs. See Autotrophs.
PROTOPLASM:, The complex liVing matter of organisms.
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RADIATION: The emission of fast atomic particles or rays by the n'ucleus of a
, atom, Some elements are naturally radioactive; others bec9me radioactive after
bombardment with nelitrons or other p.articlFs. The three major forms4of radia-
tibn are alpha, beta; and gamma.

\-
RADIOECQLOGY: The study iDf the effects of radiation

i
on plantS and animals,

in naturl communities.
'RADIOISOTOPE: Radioactive isotope whose nuclei emit radiation spontane-
ously. Radioioto.pes,such as cobalt-60.Are used in the trealrnent of disease.
RADIONUCLIDE: A radioactive nuclide.
RECYCLING: Tbe process by which waste materials are transformed into new
.products in such a way that the original products May losetheir identity.
RED TIDE: Seawater colored red or orange by a proliferation or bloom of a cer-
.tain type of plankton; this ,kloom often causes massive fish kills. Though,natural
phenomena, blooms are believed to 15e. stimulated by phosphorus and other
nutrients discharged into waterways by humans.
REFUSE RECLAMATION: The peocess of converting solid Waste into commer-
cial products. For example, the composting of organic solid waste yields a salable
soil conditioner.
RESOURCE RECOVERY: . The pfbces of obtaining materials or

,.'particularly from' sOlid waste.
RESNRATION: Aerobic oxidation of food or Irganic substances by organisms.
Respiration-releases usable energy, carbon'dioxide,.`and water.
RIVER BASIN.: .,Thetotal Area drained by a river and its tributaries.
RUNOFF: The portion of rainfall, melted snow, or irription water that flows
across the ground (overlal flow) and eventually is returned to streams. Runoff
can pick up pollutants from;the nir or on the land And carry thern,to bodies of
water.

a.

S.

SALINITY: The degree or salt it(water.
SANITARY LANDFILLING: A method of solid waste divosal on land that
protects the environment; waste is spread in thin layers, compacted to the
s'rnallest practical volume, and covered with son.
SAPROTROPHIC ORGANISMS (Saprotrophs): Organisms that,obtain food by
absorbing the products oI decomposition; they live offiilead organisms.
SCRUBI3ER: An air pollution control devtce that riei liquid Spray"to remove ,

13011utants from a gas stream, as for example in a smok stack, by absorption or
chemical reaction. Scrubbers also lower the teniperlitut of the emission.

*

SECOND LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS: The law t tates.that energy is
=

degraded to less useful forms (heat ) as it flows throng an ecosystem. ,

SECONDARY TREATMENT: Waste water treatmem, beyond the primarstage
in which bacteria cynsume the organic paNs of the wles. This biochemicul



action uses trickling filters or ac ivated sludge. Effective secondary treatment ;

,reiboves virtually all floating a settleable solids, and about 90 percent,of.both
130D5 and Siispended solids. Dis nfeCtion by chlorination usually is the final
stage.of the seconclaTY procesS.

"SEDIMENT":` Sodpartiole-S'(saki, silt, clay, and mineraIsj' wash'ed from land
into water systems as a consequence of natural or human activities.,,
SEDIMENTATION:, .Inwastre#ater treatment, the settling out Or Solids,by
gravity.
SEEPAGE: Water that flows tfirough the soil'.

'SELECTIVE. HERBICIDE: A pesticide for killing only cert4.ip types of plants,
especially broad-leafed weeds, but not vther plants such as farm crops or lawn
grasses.
SILT: Very fine.particles dearth, sand, Glay, etc. Often silt is carried bymovi.hg
waeer and deposited as,a sediment. 4
SILTATION: The formation or deposition cif silt. A

SMELTING:, The.processsof melting orc to extract metal or impure metal to
refine it: .

SNG: See Synthetic natural gas.
SOLAR RADIATION: Theradiant energy of the sun.
SOLIII WASTE: Usc;less,unwanted, or discarded terialwith inSufficient

-.liquid content to be free flowing, ( I ) Agricultural: solid Waste from raising and
slaughtering animals and processing animal prOducts, and orchard and field
crops. (2) Commercial: waste frowsteres, offices, and other ac,tivities that do not
actually turn out a,product. (3). Indust?ial: Waste 'from industrial processes and
Manufacturing. (4) InstitUtional: waste from iristitutions such as educational,
health care, andyesearch facilities.. (5) Munictpal: residential and..cornmercial,
solid waste generated within a communhy. (6) Pesticide: residue from the
r lufacturing, handling, a.nd use of chemicals designed to kill plant al-14 apimal
pests. (7) Res'idential: waste that usually originates in a residential eiwironment;
sometirries catleddbmestic solid Waste. 5/2e. Waste.
S LI I) WASTE DISPOSAL: The ultimate dis. position of refirse that cannot be
sal.Vaged'orrecYcled. '

SPOIL: tirt or rock that has been removed from its original location; specifi-
caIly, materials that have been dredged from the bottcom ofwiaterways.
STABILITY,: The 'ability ofan ecosystem (the landscape, numbers of species,
populalions.) to tolerate,changes in the environment.
STABLE AIR: An air mass that remains in the same position rather than mov-
ing lrorizontally or vevticallY. Stable air does not disperse pollutants, and it can
lead to high concentrations of air pollutants. \,
STAGNATION: Lack of wind in an air mass or lack of motion in Water; both
tend to trapInd co centrate pollutants.
STRATIFICATION': Separation into layers.
STRIP MINING: The process by which rock and topsoil strata overlying ore or
fuel deposits are scraped away by mechanical equipment; also known as surface

'mining.
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SUCCESSION: See Ecological Succession.
SULFUR DIOXIDE (SO2): A heavy, pungen,t, colorless gas formed pi-irnarily
by the combustion-of fossil fuels.802 damages the feSpiratory tract as welfas
vegetation and n3aterials;- it is considered a major 'air pollutant.
SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM: A monitoring system to determine environmental
qualityAirveinance systems can be established to monitor progress in meeting
environmental standards, and tgidentify potential episodeS of high pollutant
'concentrations in tirrie to take preventive action.
SWAMP: A marsh that contains wetland trees and shrubs.
SYNERGISM./ The cooperation of separate substances so that the total effect is
greater than the sum of the effects of the substances acting independently.
SYNTHETIC NATURAL GAS: ' (SNG) A gas produced from coal by the process
of gasificaiion, While SNG elinlinates the high sulfur Oxide and particulate air
pollution problems associted with coal, it is relatively inefficient because about
25 percenlof the coal's energy is lost in the conversion process.

4

T,

ThRRE8TRIAL: Of the land, not the water.
TERTIARY TREATMENT: 'Waste water tatment beyond the' secondary or
biological stage; inchides the removal of ruitrients.such as phosphorus and nitró-

t
gen, and a high percentage of suspended Solids. Tertiary treatment, also known as
advanced waste treatment, Produces a high-quality effluent.

,

'TH'ERMAL INVERSION.: . See Inversion.
. THERMAL POLLUTION: Degradation of water quality by the introCluction of
heated effluent; it is primarily .the result of the discharge of cooling''yaters frOM
industtial processeA, particularly from electrical power generatic'Ai. Even small
deviations from normal water temperatures can affect aquatic life. Thermal
pollution usually can be controlled by covling towers.

.

THRESHOLD DOSE: The minimum dose of a substance that is necessary to
produce a meastirable'ph3-isiological or psychological effect.
TOLERANCE: The relative capacity of an organism to endure an unfavorable
environmental factor; the amount of ;A chemical on any foodconsidered,safe for
consumption by humans or other animals. .-
,TOXICANT: A substance that kills or injures an organigm or that alters its
environment through a chemical or physical action. Ex.amples are cyanides,
phenols, pesticides, and heavy metals. Toxicants are (ised especially for insect
control.
TOXICITY: The quality of or degree to which a substanrce is poisonous or
harmful to plant or animal life.
TRANSPIRATION: ,Evaporati)n of water-- om.the.lcas of plants.
TROPIIIC LEVEL ( Food level): The level a( which food energy is transferred
from 'Dile organism to another..
TROPOSSIIERE: The laver 4 the atmosphere extending 7 to I() miles above
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the earth. Vital to life on earth, the troposphere contains.clbuds and moisture that
reach earth as rain or snow.

U.

/UPWELLING REGION: The area adjacent to a continent where nutient-rich
bottom waters ai e. brought to the surface where they can be-tised by organisms at
the bottoms of foOd chains.
ULTRAVIOLET: The invisible part of range the speculum just beyond the
violet.. The visible spectrum from violet to red comprises only a small part of the
whole range of wavelengths radiated by a source such as the sun. The spectrum

goes on into the ultraviolet in1ine direction apd into the infrared in the other.

V.

VAPOR: The gaseous phase of substances that- usuall.y are liquid or solid at
atmospheric temperatureamd pressure; for example, steam and phenolic

compounds.
VAPOZATION: The change of a substance from the liquid to the gaseous

14:state. Oneof three basic factors that contribute to air pollutiop; the others are
attrition and combustion.
VOLCANISM:- The phenomena associated with Yoleanoeseand.volcanicactivity.

W.

-

71 WASTE: (1) aulky waste: an item whOse,large size precludes Or corl-iplicates

handling by normal collecting, processing, or disposal method's. (2) Constructicm

and denwlitiav waste: building materials and rur5111c from construction, remodel-
. -

ing, repair,.and demolition operations. (3) Ilazardou.c waste: waste that requires
spedial laandling to avoid illness or injury tw gersons or damage t9, property:
(4) Special waste...waste that .reqnires extraordinary management.. (5) Wood pulp
wat.e; wood or pper fiber residue from inanufae; tiring processes. (6) Yard

'.wa.Qe:, plant clippings, prunings, and other discarded material from yArds and
4gardens; also known as varerubbish. See solidAaste.
WATER POLLUTIONI: The addipon of.sewag, industrial waste, or other harm-
ful or ohjeclkmahles material to xvIctrin suffident ci"suthi.tities to measurably d&

grade water quality.
WATERSHED,: Tire area drained hy a stre:am.

, WATER TABLE: The upper'levl of Ltroundwa er.
NETLAND: Arrarea that is regularly wet on flooded, and where the water

..
table stands at or alloye,t he land surfaCti for at. least part of the year.. . . . .

z.
\-e

ZO( PLANKTON:, P anktonic aMmals that supply food f
"0.
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